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NOMENCLATURE
1

....\- 1

A Specific activation (activation per unit mass) of foil. (Throughout this report, the word
"activation" means "specific activation. " )

Ao                     Activation of a foil with thickness to.

Abare Observed activation of a bare foil corrected for gamma self-absorption.

Ai                   Activation of a foil with thickness ti.
A Observed activation of a cadmium-covered foil, corrected for gamma self-absorption,epi epicadmium absorption by the cadmium cover, and subcadmium transmission by the

cadmium cover.

Aepi-fit Fitted values of the corrected cadmium-covered foil activation.

A Normalized fitted values of the corrected cadmium-covered foil activation.epi-norm

Ath Calculated thermal activation of a bare foil;  Ath = Abare - Aepi-fit·

Ath- fit Fitted values of the thermal activation of a bare foil.

Ath-norm Normalized fitted values of the thermal activation of a bare foil.

Abare Observed activation of a bare foil.

Aepi Observed aclivation of a cadmium-covered foil.

Asub Subcadmium component of A pi·

Cl'  Cz, ·· Coefficients for least-squares fit of the epicadmium activation.

CdR Cadmium ratio that would be observed for an ideal filter that changes sharply from black to

transparent at the cadmium cutoff energy; CdR = Abare/Aepi·
D Fractional deviation of foil thickness from nominal; defined by Eq. 17.

Di, Dz, Coefficients for least-squares fit of the subcadmium activation.

En(T) nth-order exponential integral.

f(T) Single-resonance self-shielding function.

F Correction factor for epicadmium absorption by the cadmium covers.
t

G(T) Thermal self-shielding function..

Hepi(T) Weight-correction function for the epicadmium component of the foil activation.

Hth(T) Weight-correction function for the thermal component of the bare foil activation.

t Foil thickness.

to                     Nominal foil thickness.

ti Intermediate thickness, between to and t.

a Thermal transmission factor for cadmium covers.

7(t) Gamma self-absorption function!

6epi .Weight-correction factor for epithermal activation.

6th Weight-correction factor for thermal activation.

I Macroscopic absorption cross section.a

T                       tEa' the "blackness" of the foil to neutrons.

·ro                      Value of T for a foil of thickness to.

Ti                      Value of T for a foil of thicknesp ti.
Tth Value of T as calculated from the spectrum-averaged thermal absorption cross section.

0                Neutron flux.

0                         Neutron flux averaged over the volume of the foil.

00 Unperturbed neutron flux at the location of the foil.
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THICKNESS CORRECTIONS FOR
NEUTRON-ACTIVATED GOLD FOILS

by

George S. Stanford and James H. Seckinger

ABSTRACT

Curves for determining thickness-correction factors
for treating counting data for sets of neutron-activated, un-
matched gold foils have been determined experimentally, by
using the first derivative of the curve of activation versus
thickness.    This was  done for both epithermal and thermal
activatiori of gold foils irradiated in a near-isotropic flux in
a void in a graphite thermal column. The epithermal activa-

tion agreed well with a published theoretical calculation.

To obtain a differentiable curve from the activation
data, acomputer code was written to perform aleast-squares
fitting process to obtain the coefficients Ci for the equation

A(t) = Cl + Czf(t) + C3fz(t) + C4f3(t),

where A(t) is the specific activation of a foil of thickness t,
and f(t) is a differentiable function with a theoretical basis

for being at least an approximate fit to the data.  For the
epithermal data, the calculated self- shielding function for  a

single-resonance approximation was used for f(t).  For the
thermal case, f(t)was taken to be the standard thermal self-
shielding function. One advantage of this approach over fit-
ting to ah arbitrary function, such as a polynornial or sunn

of exponentials, is that we can extrapolate to zero thickness
with greater assurance.

I. INTRODUCTION

Low-power critical experiments are widely used to check calcula-
tional methods for designing high-power reactors, and in such experiments
measurements of neutron-flux distributions are needed. Flux distributions
are conveniently measured with sets of foils of various materials that have

9 suitable neutron-activation characteristics. Foils are used because they
are small, easily handled, and relatively nonperturbing to the neutron flux
or the core components.  From the relative activations, one can deduce
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information about the neutron spectrum and the power distribution.  The
former is needed for reactivity calculations ; the latter is used in formu-
lating cooling requirements and detailed core design.

.

When many foils are used in a.single experiment, it is usually not
practical to match them perfectly in thickness. For foils  that  are   "thin"

(in  the   sense  that tE the product of the thickness t and the macroscopica,

absorption cross section Z is small), adequate thickness correction cana,

usually be made by dividing the observed activation by the weight of the
foil (assuming that each foil has the same area). If, however, the foils are
thick enough so that the inner layers are appreciably shielded from neutrons
by the outer layers, or that the radiation from the activated atoms is appre-
ciably affected by the surrounding foil material, correcting for thickness
variations becomes more complicated.

Such is the case for gold foils of practical thickness.  Gold is chemi-
cally stable and has a suitable half-life and a conveniently large activation
cross section that cause it to be extensively used in activation experiments.
The cross section of gold has a very different energy dep.endence in the
thermal and epithermal regions:  In the thermal region, the absorption cross
section is inversely proportional to the neutron velocity, with the value
98.8 b at 0.025 eV; in the epithermal region, there is a large absorption
resonance at 4.9 eV, with a peak value of some 37,000 b. Because of this,
to make accurate thickness corrections to a set of gold foils, the epithermal
and thermal components of the activation must be corrected individually.

Cadmium foil covers are frequently used for separating the thermal
and epithermal components. Cadmium has a very large absorption cross
section for neutrons of energy less than -0.5 eV ("subcadmium" neutrons),
but a very small one for neutrons of higher energy ( "epicadmium" neutrons),
so that a suitably thick cadmium cover (20-40 mils) will shield a foil from
thermal neutrons. (The terms "epicadmium" and "subcadmium" are ap-
proximately interchangeable with "epithermal" and "thermal, " respectively.)

The principal aim of this report is to present a means for routinely
applying thickness corrections to activation data from sets of gold foils.
Also reported are measurements of self-shielding factors for reducing the
observed activation of a gold foil of known thickness to the activation that
would have been observed for an infinitely thin foil. The latter will be com-
pared with some published theoretical work and also with some other re-
ported measurements.

.
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II. THEORY

A. Weight-correcting Unmatched Foils

The correction factors for a set of unmatched foils will be denoted
by the quantities 6epi and 6th· The quantity 6epi will be defined such that
for   gannrna c ounts,

Aepi(to) - 6epi ' Aepi(t),                                     (1)
where t is the foil thickness which differsfrom the nominal thickness to,
and Aepi is the cadmium-covered activity per unit mass, corrected for
gamma self-absorption, epicadmium absorption by the cadmium, and sub-
cadmium transmission by the cadmium. In other words, Aepi is the epi-
cadmium activation; a  bare foil would have received. (Throughout  thi s
report, all activations are per unit mass.)

The quantity 6th will be defined such that for gamma counts

Abare(to) = 6thAth(t) + 6epiAepi(t), (2)         '

is the bare-foil activity corrected for gamma self-absorption.where Abare
We observe that, in general, 6epi and 6th are functions of both to and t.
Since the cadmium ratio is defined as

Abare(t)
CdR(t) - ------Aepi(t) ,                                (3)

and

Ath(t) = Abare(t) - Aepi(t),

we can write

Ath(t) = Abare(t)[(1 - 1/CdR(t)].                                            (4)

Substituting Eqs.  3  and 4  into Eq. 2 gives

Abare(to) = Oth  - CdR.(t)  Abare(t) + 6epi x. CdR(t) Abare(t),

which can be written as

Abare(to) = Abare(t) th +
6 e p i  -6 t h l

(5)
4                                            CdR(t) ]'
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For foils of practical thickness, 6th is approximately unity and 6 epi
will rarely differ from 6th by mo.re than 20%. Hence Eq. 5 is not sensitive
to an error in the value assumed for CdR; therefore, for weight corrections,
CdR need not be known with high accuracy.

The method for finding 6 · and 6th will be developed in Section Depi
below.

B. Thermal H-function

The slope of the activation-versus-thickness curve can be used to
deduce,. from the observed activation of a foil thickness t, the activation
that would have been observed had·the foil been of nominal thickness to.

The quantity H(T), related to the slope of the activation versus
thickness curve, will be defined asi

T   dA                                                                     ·                                  (6)H(T) E - A -dT'

where A is the activation rate in the foil per unit mass and is proportional
to the average flux throughout the.foil, and T represents the macroscopic
tHermal absorption cross section Za of the foil times its thickness t.  Thus
H, a dimensionless number, is the fractional change in activity for a small                 I
fractional change in T.

In the presence of thermal self-shielding and flux depression, the
ratio of the average thermal flux 0 throughout the volume of the foil to the
unperturbed flux 00 will be denoted by the function G(T), which is given by2,3

F         [J - E3(T)]/T             FG(T)   2  -   -                                                                                                                        (7)00             1   +   [* -  E3(1)]  g

where £3(7-) is the third-order exponential integral

[00  1 -xT/33) dx,
 1  le

and g is a parameter that depends on the foil radius and the nature of the
medium in which the foil is being irradiated.4 The numerator on the right
side of Eq. 7 corresponds to the self-shielding of the foil, and the denomi-
nator to the flux depression in the surrounding medium.  In this experiment,
the foils were irradiated in a void in a graphite medium, where the flux
depression is negligible and the value of the parameter g is zero.  Thus, for
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the  purpos es  of this experiment, the ratio  of the average flux throughout
the, volume of the foil to the unperturbed flux is given by

-6     -.    E 3 (T)G(T)  = - =   0                                                                                                         (8)
 0       7-

..,

Remembering that for any given foil the activity is proportienal
to   0,  differentiating  Eq.  8, and substituting  it  into  Eq.  6,  we  get

T dG(Tth) TEZ(T)
Hth(T) = -1-1                                (9)

G(Tth) d'rth 2 - E3(7-) .

This is the theoretical value of Hth(T), which will be compared with mea-
surements in Section V.G.

C. Resonance H-function                                    ,

For the case of a single large Breit-Wigner level and isotropic
neutron flux, the resonance self-shielding in a foil is given bys

r w

« -4- =9 1/, 7_2e- [10(y) + IiI(.y)] dy,                      (10)

where Io and Ii are the zeroth and fifst orders, respectively, of the modified
Bessel functions of the first kind, and T is the value of tia at the peak of the
resonance.  We are neglecting flux depression, the effect of which is small
for resonance neutrons, even when the foil is not in a void.

Since for any given foil the activity is proportional to 0, differenti-

ating Eq. 10 and substituting it into Eq. 6 give (see, Section IV.C for
differentiation)

H ·(T) = -
7FT  d-1-  = f (7-)c-7-/2[Io(T./2)+Ii(.r /2)] -

1. (11)T   df(T)      1
epi

This is the single-resonance approximation for Hepi and will be compared
with experiment in Section'V.D.

D.  Formula for the Weight-correction Factors

Let Ao and A be (respectively) the activation rates per milligram
for a foil of nominal thickness to, and for a foil whose thickness t may
differ from to. Then

-

dA                                                               ·
Ao  =A+ (7-0- 7-)- (12)

dT Ti
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where dA/d'r is evaluated at some Ti lying between To and 7-, the subscript i
denoting "intermediate. " (According te the Mean Value Theorem, there is
always a Ti that makes Eq. 12 exact.) Since Eq. 6 can be written

dA |       A
d  T     I  Ti                  -     7       H

(7-i), (13)
6

then

T - TOA o-A=A. H(Ti)· (14)
1  Ti

If we make the approximations

Ai   -  (Ao + A)/2, (15)

and

T i    -    (7-0  + T ) /2, (16)

and if we let the fractional deviation D of the foil thickness from nominal
be defined by

D.2 7--To=24-to (17)T + To t+to'

then Eq. 14 can be written

Ao -A= *(Aot A) H(Ti)D, (18)

and by simple arrangement Eq. 18 becomes

Ao    =    2  +  DH(Ti)
A      2 - DH(Ti)                                                                (19)

Equation  19, the weight-correction formula, applies equally well to thermal
and resonance activation; it is only necessary to use the appropriate values
of H and tEa. The thermal cross section to use is the spectrum-averaged
thermal absorption cross section, which for a Maxwellian spectrum is
,/:Riz times the 2200-rn/sec cross section. The resonance cross section
used in the calculations for this experiment was the peak cross section of
37,000 b.

Thus the weight-correction factors 6epi and 6 th used. in Eqs. 1 and 5
are found by using the equations                                                                  ..

2 + DHepi(ti)
6                                                            (20)epi      2 - DHepi(ti) '
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and

2   +  bHth(ti)ath - i (21 )
L   -   DHth(ti)

In most cases, it is suffi·ciently accurate, and much easier, to let.

ti equal to in Eqs. 20 and 21; rather than determin.e a distinct value of H for
each individual foil.    Thus,

2 + DHepi(to)
(22)6epi  -2- DHepi(to) '

and

2 + DHth(to)
6th

= (23)
2 - .DE-Tth(to) .

Graphs for determining H are presented in Chapter V.

.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

A. Foil Preparation

The gold foils used in this experiment were 1-cm square.  For
thicknesses greater than.1.2 mg/cmz, the foils were punched from rolled

.

sheets  with a high-precision punch- and-die  set, and their thicknesses  were
determined by weighing on an analytical balance. For weights less than
10'mg, a six-place microbalance was used,  and each foil was weighed at
three separate times   (8   a.m.,   3  p.m.,   and  8  p.m.),  for an accuracy  of  +10  Bg.
A five-place balance, with an accuracy of +50 Bg, was used for the thicker
foils.

The foils thinner than 1.2 mg/cmz were prepared by evaporation
onto a 5-mil Mylar backing.  A mask of 30-mil aluminum, as shown in

Fig. 1, was used.  All the holes in the mask
2-mil ALUMINUM SHEET were within a 6-cm-diam circle, which, for

the evaporation geometry used, was calcu-
30-mil Al DISC -

lated to provide deposits that were the same

 10.1
to   0 1% .

'     5TAPE USED TO HOLD .   'V
MYLAR PIECES IN lih.-1 r-1 It was thought at first that a MylarPLACE . Llp 6-' 4-4

2@F.n     .1 C,
sheet (1.5 x 3 in.) could be placed on the

MYLAR PIECES
IN 1-cr,2 HOLES  ,f'.-1 mask and the 1-sq-cm foils cut out of the

sheet after the evaporation. It turned out .

to be practically impossible to cut out the
1 -cm square accurately, without damaging-2.00:n.DIAM-
the gold plated on the Mylar.  To meet the

112-8127 demands of an accurate area of 1 cm2, the

Fig. 1.   Top View of Mask Arrangement for Mylar foils were punched before being
Preparing Evaporated Gold Foils coated, using the precision punch-and-die

set. The punched Mylar foils were placed
in the square holes on the left side of the mask by means of thin strips of
tape (see Fig.  1).   With care, the tape could be removed from the Mylar
backing without disturbing the gold film.

The thickness of the evaporated gold foils was determined by weigh-
ing, as follows:  The gold was evaporated onto 2-mil aluminum sheet

(3 x 1.5 in., positioned behind the mask as shown in Fig.  1) and onto the
1 -sq-cm Mylar foils simultaneously. Although the uniformity of the  de-
posited film was not experimentally checked, no effect comes to mind that
could cause appreciable asymmetry between the two halves of the mask.
The aluminum was weighed before and after the evaporation, on the six-
place microbalance, with an accuracy of +10 Bg, as outlined above.  The
weight difference could be determined within 1 to 3%, depending on the foil
weight.                                                                                                                                     ·
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Mylar was selected for the evaporation backing, after several mate-
rials wire tried, because the deposited layer of gold adhered well enough
to permit the subsequent handling.  On the other hand, Mylar could not be
used as the backing for the weight determinations, because its weight would
vary from one weighing to the next- -probably because of changes in moisture
content. Aluminum was satisfactory for that purpose, since only minimal.

handling was required.

B. Irradiation

The irradiation took place in the graphite thermal column of the
Argonne Thermal Source Reactor (ATSR).  The ATSR is a highly enriched
(93.2% 235U), light--water-moderated reactor.  The core tank, which contains·
the fuel elements, water moderator, and reflector, is located inside a large
shield tank.  The core is fastened to the center of one side of the shield
tank, called the "front face. " This leakage face is next to the graphite pile
(a s    s hown   in   F i g.   2) .

The foils used in this experiment were placed in 0.020-in.-thick cad-
mium and aluminum covers. (The thermal-transmission and epicadmium-
absorption correction factors for the cadmium covers are discussed in
Section IV.C.) The foils were taped to an 11-in.-diam aluminum wheel, near
the periphery, alternately cadmium and aluminum covered. The wheel was
attached to an assembly (as shown in Fig. 2) which rotated the wheel at a
constant rate throughout the irradiation, to ensure that all foils were ex-
posed to the same flux. The wheel assembly was located in a foot-square

..:

cavity, with 8 in. of graphite between it and the reactor face. The wheel
face was parallel to the reactor face.

Because of the large range of foil weights, two separate irradiations
were made. To ensure reproducibility, the reactor geometrywas not changed
between the irradiations, and graphite stringers and blocks were placed on
top  of the graphite pile in  such a way that the wheel assembly could be placed
in a reproducible position for both runs. The first irradiation, foils num-
bered 1 through 32, was for, 2 hr at approximately 1 kW. The second irradi-
ation, foils numbered 21 ' through 32' and 33 through 48, was for 30 min at
approximately 250 W. For normalization purposes, there was a 12-foil over-
lap (six bare and six cadmium covered). The overlapping foils (21 through
32, 21'through 32') were matched in weight to within 1%. (The weights are
listed in Appendix B.)

C.     C ounting

The activated foils were counted automatically in sample changers
*            of the type shown in Fig. 3. There are two detectors (2 x 2-in. NaI: TE crys-

tals) per samplb changer., with the amplifier for each detector feeding two
(South Counting Room) or three (North Counting Room) single-channel ana-
lyzers and scalers.     The  use  of two detectors located abeve and below  the
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Fig. 3. Automatic Foil-counting Facility

foil permitted first-order cancelation of the effects of small vertical dis-
placements in the foil positions, and the redundancy in the subsequent
circuitry was useful insurance against possible loss of data due to mal-
function of one of the electronic components.

In the use of the automatic foil changers, the foils on their planchets
were initially loaded in one of the two stacks; after each foil was counted,
it would automatically be inserted at the bottom of the other stack.  The
foils were cycled repetitively; between cycles they were restacked so that
each cycle started with the first foil.  The two detectors inside the lead
column at the left in Fig. 3 were well removed from the stacks to permit
adequate shielding for gamma counting, a slide being used to transport the
planchet to its counting position between the detectors.

The pulses were processed by conventional amplifiers, single-
channel analyzers, and scalers, the data being punched automatically on
IBM cards.  All the foils were counted in each of two counting rooms: North
and South, Building 316.  The two sets of counting equipment were used to
determine if the minor variations in counting geometry and electronics had

-              an appreciable effect on the shape of the activation-versus-thickness curves,
and to provide a general check on the reproducibility of the counting data.

'                      The performance of the equipment was satisfactory: The scatter
in successive counts of the same foil was usually commensurate with the
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counting statistics. Indications are that positioning errors between cycles,
and random drifts in the electronic circuits, lead to errors considerably
less than 0.1%. There are systematic differences, from foil to foil in a
stack,  in the relative counting rates  in the  top and bottom detectors.    Such
differences, amounting in some cases to 1% or more, can be due to un-
avoidable differences  in the vertical positioning  of the foils. Consequently,
the results for the top and bottom detectors were averaged--a process that
provides good cancelation of these systematic differences.

To achieve satisfactory statistics, the counting time was preset so
that at least 15,000 counts would be accumulated, and one of the scalers was
preset to stop at 80,000 counts.  This gave a statistical-error range of 0.4 to
0.8% and a reasonable counting time. At least seven traverses through the
stack were obtained during an overnight run, thus reducing the statistical-
error range to 0.1 to 0.3%.

The foils were counted at two integral bias settings: "low" (approxi-
mately  60  keV)  and "high" (including the  411-keV  gold peak and above).    The
program COMBO (described in Section IV.B) was used to compute the ratio
of the low-bias to high-bias results, and the effect observed is discussed in
Section V.B.

In general, the largest source of counting error has to do with dead- ,
time corrections. The resolving times were approximately 4 or 5 ps ec, but
the exact value depends  on such counting conditions  as  bias s etting  and foil
material and varies from one counting channel to the next. A computer code6
was  used  in the routine determination  of the deadtime  by the double- source
method, but even then the results are not believed to be much better than
+1 Flsec. To minimize the uncertainty due to deadtime, the counting rates
were  kept well below 5000 counts/sec.

Immediately after the first irradiation, the counting rates ranged
from 100 to 50,000 counts/sec.   To meet the requirement that counting rates
be less than 5000 counts/sec, the foils from the first irradiation were
counted in two groups. The foils in Group 1 were those foils with a counting
rate of 5000 counts/sec or less immediately after the irradiation (bare foils
1   thr ough   11 and cadmium-covered foils 2 through  24*).     The   rest  of the foils
from the first irradiation (bare foils 13 through 31 and cadmium-covered
foils 26 through 32) were allowed to decay for 10 days (3.7 half-lives).  For
normalization purposes, ten of the most active foils from Group 1 were
counted again with Group  2. Thus Group 2 contained bare foils 3 through 31
and cadmium-covered foils 16 through 32. Reference to Section III.B and
to Table II in Appendix B will help to clarify the foil-numbering system.

Immediately after the second irradiation (foils  21 ' through 32' and
33 through 48), the counting rates ranged from 1000 to 74,000 counts/sec.

* The odd-numbered foils were bare, and the even-numbered cadmium covered.
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To keep the counting rates below 5000 counts/sec, the foils from the second
irradiation were counted in three groups (Groups 3,4, and 5). The foils in

Group 3 were those with a counting rate of 5000 counts/sec or less immedi-
ately after the irradiation. The foils in Group 4 were allowed to decay for
eight days (three half-lives), and the two most active bare foils were allowed
to decay for ten days (3.7 half-lives). For normalization purpeses, ten of
the foils in Group 3 were recounted in Group 4, and five of the foils in
Group 4 were included in Group 5. Thus Group 3 contained bare foils 21'
through 29', 31, and 33 and cadmium-covered foils 22' through 32' and 34
through 42: Group 4 included bare foils 25' through 29', 35 through 43, and
cadmium-covered foils 34 through 48: and Group 5 consisted of bare fails

35 through 47.

Before each group was counted, the deadtime correction for that
group was determined by the paired-source method, using the two hottest
foils in the group. The TWOSORCE6,8 computer program was used to
calculate the deadtime; and the resulting value was used in the data-
processing code RP-202.

.,
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IV. DATA ANALYSIS

A. RP-202

The first stage of data processing was done with RP-202,7 a standard
ANL computer code for processing foil-counting data. As input, this code
uses the counting-data cards produced by the automatic foil-counting sys-
tems. It corrects for counter efficiency, background, deadtime, foil weight,
and decay since the time of irradiation, and computes the saturated specific
activity on the basis of the input irradiation time. These results are printed
numerically and graphically, along with the statistical errors.  Then for
each foil the average of all the determinations of saturated activity is calcu-
lated, both unweighted and weighted according to the counting statistics.
The  results are printed  out, . together. with the statistical error in the
weighted average and the standard deviation in the unweighted average.  In
addition, the program produces punched cards containing the weighted aver-
ages for use in subsequent processing by the COMBO code.

B. COMBO

The data for the five groups of foils were combined and normalized
by the COMBO computer program.8 For the COMBO program, the principal
input consists of the weighted-average specific activity for each foil and
each scaler, as punched out on IBM cards by RP-202.

Processing proceeds in two stages.  In the first stage, for each group
of foils the data for all the scalers are averaged foil by foil, and the results
are stored for subsequent use and printed out.  In the second stage, all the
groups of foils are combined into one. By matching foil identifiers, which
are included in the output from RP-202, the program locates the foils that
are common to the first and second groups, and from the relative activities
of the common foils, it determines the multiplier to be applied to the foils
of the second group. After the multiplication is performed, the two groups
are combined into one, and then this new group is similarly combined with
the third group, and so on, until five groups are combined into one.  When
the process has been completed, the results are normalized to the most
active foil and printed out.

The program COMBO combined five groups of data and normalized
the results for the four different sets: North High Bias; North Low Bias;
South  High Bias; South Low  Bias.

C.     STANSECO

STANSECO, a computer code for the CDC-3600; was written during .

this work. The principal input for the program is the relative specific
activities (from COMBO), weighting factors, and the foil weights.  The
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program's main function is to apply corrected activity to the appropriate
theoretical function, and to calculate the self-shielding and thickness-
correction factors. The FORTRAN listings are given in Appendix C.

1. Cadmium-covered Foils

The observed cadmium-covered foil activity must be corrected
for gamma self-absorption,  and for epicadmium absorption ·and subcadmium
transmission of neutrons by the cadmium cover. The corrected activity is
then the epicadmium activity that the foil would have if covered by an "ideal "
filter, an ideal filter being one that changes sharply from black to trans-
parent at the cadmium cutoff energy. The observed cadmium-covered foil
activity A pi  can be s·eparated into two cornponents, subcadrnium  and
epicadmium:

AepiAJpi  =  A&ub + Fty(t)' (24)

where   t   is the thickness  of  the  foil,  7(t)  is the gamma self-absorption  func -
tion (discussed in Section V.A), Ft is the epicadmium absorption factor for
20-mil cadmium 'A  ·i s the corrected epicadmium activation, and AAub isepi
the subcadmium comporient of the observed activity of a cadmium-covered·
foil.

Rewriting Eq. 24, we obtain

Aepi  =  Fty(t)(Ajapi - A&,ub)· (25)

The subcadmium component, AAub, is defined as

aAth
(26)AAub =  7(t) '

where Ath is the subcadmium activity that a bare foil would have, and a is
the thermal-transmission factor as determined from Fig. 1 of Ref. 10.

The corrected cadmium ratio is defined as

CdR = + 1. (27)
Abare    Ath + Aepi  =  Ath
Aepi    ' Aepi Aepi

Equation 27 can be written as

Ath = Aepi(CdR -1).                                (28)
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By substituting Eqs. 28 and 26 into Eq. 25, one gets

aAepi(CdR-I)
Aepi  =  Fty(t)  Aepi -

7(t)
-                       -

Thus the corrected epicadmium activation is

AApiy(t)
Aepi.=. 1/Ft ta(C dR.-1)   (29)

Observe that since Ft and 7(t) are close to unity, and since a is small (of the
order of 10-3), even a crude estimate of CdR is adequate for this correction,
unless CdR is very large.

In the processing by STANSECO, the corrected experimental epi-
cadmium activation Aepi was fitted by the method of least squares to the
equation

Aepi(7-) = Cl + Czf (T) + C,f2(7-) + C4f3(7-) t...., (30)

whe r e f(7-) is the single-resonance self-shielding function described by
Trubey, Blosser, and Estabrook,5 given in Eq. 10. The program uses
Eqs. 29 and 10 in Eq. 30 to find the Ci, the integral in Eq. 10 being deter-
mined by numerical integration. Since

lim  f( 7-)   =   0,T-.00

and physical reality requires A   .(T) to approach zero as T approaches
epiinfinity, the first coefficient,  Ci, was constrained,to be approximately zero.

This was done by using the artificial datum point

f(T) = 0, Aepi(T) = 0,

with a very large weighting factor.

For the rest of the points, the weighting factors were determined
from the estimated experimental errors. The counting statistics were ap-
proximately the same for all foils.  For the light foils, the weighing uncer-
tainties were the chief source of error, but for the heavier foils, theweighing
errors were less important than the deadtime uncertainties. The error in
the weights of the foils (ranging from 3% in the thinnest foils to 0.1% in the
thickest) was determined by the accuracy of the balance. Deadtime uncer-
tainties contributed an error of approximately 0.3%. The weighting factors
used in the least-squares fit subroutine were calculated according to
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1

weighting factor = (ji)error

and ranged from 0.33 to 10.

The Ci as calculated by the least-squares subroutine define the
fitted epicadmium activity as

Aepi-fit(7-) E Cl + Czf(*T) + C3fl(T) + ·C4f3(T) + ... . (32)

Note that

A        '     fit (0)    =     I   C i,epi-
i

s inc e

 · f(T)  .=  1.

Thus the sum.of the coefficients of the least-squares fit gives the extrapo-
lated value of: the activity at zero thickness. The experimental values
A     · (T)   and the fitted values Aepi-fit(T),  of the· epicadmium activity weJ-e
epi  'normalized by dividing by Aepi-fit(0)·' Graphs of these normalized values,

along with a theoretical function, are given in Chapter V.

The H-function for the epicadmium, activity is defined (see
Eq.·6) as

H  .(7-) =
-T

epi             A                ·   (T) d T[Aepi-nofin(T).1, (33)
epi-nornn

where Aepi-norm(T) is. the normalized fitted epicadmium activity,

Aepi-fit(T)
Aepi-norm(T) = A .-fit(0)

epi

Thus

1

dT[Aepi-norm(7-)] = Aepi-fit(9) d T[Aepi-fit(7-)]. (34)

Differentiating Eq· 3.2 and· substituting into Eq. 34 give

df(Tl
 [Aepi-norrn(T)] = A . .lfit<0)  d* '[C.2+2C3f:(7-)+3C4f2(T.)+....1. (35)

- epi-
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T o find df (7-)/d'r, we note the identity

rb

    F'(x) dx:= F(b) -
F(a), (36)

a

from which

d fb
- 1   F'(x) dx = -F'(a). (37)
da Ja

Recalling Eq. 10 that

roo
f(7-) = · -      9-ze-Y[Io(y) + Ii(Y)] dy, (38)

JFIZ

and using Eq. 37, we get

df (7)              :                                       r 00.                                                                                     := I[-'F'(7-/2)1 +     .F'(y).dy,
d(T/2)   2

J....r 'z        '                    '

where  we have denoted the integrand  in Eq.  38  by F'(y).    Thus,

df (7-) - f(T) - e-»[Io(T/Z)+Il(7-/2)]. (39)d T    T    7-

By substituting Eqs. 35 and.39 into Eq. 33, we get

-1            .    02: +  2C3f(T) + 3C4f (T)  +  . . .
He i(T) = Aepi-norm(T) Aepi-fit(0 )

: {f(7-)-e-7-/2[Io(7-/2)+Ii(7-/2)]}, (40)

which is plotted as the experimental H-function in Section V.G.

. 2.         B a r e   F oil s

The observed activity of the bare foils must be corrected for
gamma self-absorption. The corrected bare-foil activity·is defined by

Abare(t) =,Aiare(t) . 7(t), (41.)

where t is the thickness of the foil, 7(t) is the gamma self-absorption
function (see Section V.A), and Abare is the observed bare-foil activity.
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The bare-foil activity is composed of subcadmium and epi-
cadmium components, and may be written

Abare(t) = Ath(t) + Aepi-fit(t), (42)

where Aepi-fit(t) is calculated using the coeffici'ents Ci (Eq. 32) at the foil
thicknesses t.  Thus we can write

Ath(T) = Abare(T) - Aepi-fit(T). (43)

The "experimental" subcadmium activation,  Ath(T), was fitted
by the method of least squares to the equation

Ath(7-).  =  Di  + DTG('r) + D362(7-) + D4(33(7-) + . . . , (44)

where G(T) is the function given in Eq. 8. The computer program used
Eqs. 43 and 8 in Eq. 44 to find the Di· Since

lim G(T) = 0,Tvoo

and physical reality requires Ath(T) to approach zero for large T,' the first
coefficient was constrained to be very small, as in the epicadmium case.
The weighting factors used for the data points were again calculated accord-
ing to Eq.  31.   The Di calculated by the least-squares subroutine define the
fitted subcadmium activity,

Ath-fit(T) E Di + D2G(T) + D362(7-) + I)463(7-) + .... (45)

Note that

Ath-fit(0)   =    I   Di,
i

since

lim G(T)  =  1.
T-+0

Thus the sum of the coefficients of the least-squares fit gives the extrapo-
lated value of the activity at zero thickness. The experimental values,
Ath(7-),  and ·the fitted values, Ath-fit(7-),  of the subcadmium activity were
normalized by dividing by Ath-fit(0·)· These normalized values will be pre-
sented, along with the theoretical function G(T), in Chapter V.

The H-function for the subcadmium activity is defined (see
Eq. 6) as

Hth(T) = -T , -1[Ath-norm(T)], (46)
Ath-Jorrn(7-) dT
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where Ath-norm (7-) ia the normalized fitted subcadmium activity,

Ath-fit(T)
Ath-norm(T) = Ath-fit(0)

The derivative of Ath-norm(T) is

d [Ath-norm(T)]  =         1         . -8-[Ath-fit(T)]. (47)Ath-fit(0) d'r
Differentiating Eq. 45 and substituting inte Eq. 47 give

1           dG(T)
df[Ath-norm(T)] = [Dz + 2D3G(T) + 3D#G2(7-) t...]. (48)Ath-fit(0) d7-
Recalling (Eq. 8) that

1 - E3(T)
GCT) = 0                                                     (49)T.

and noting that

d[En(x)] = -En-1(x), (50)dx

we obtain

E2(T) *  -   E3 (.7-)
dT         T       1-2
d G(T). =       -                                           (51)

By substituting Eq. 49 into Eq.' 51, we get

_d   G(T)  = 1[E2(7-) - G(T)]. (52)dw       T

By substituting Eqs. 48 and 52 into·Eq. 46, we get

-1        [Dz +2D3G.(7-)+3D462(7-)1Hth(T) =
[E2(T)-G(T)], (53)Ath-norm(T) L Ath-fit(0) J

which is plotted as the experimental H-function in Section V.G.

D. Graph Plotting

Most of the graphs in this report were plotted by a CalComp-565
plotting machine in conjunction.with the ANL Reactor Physics Laboratory's
DDP-24 computer, using a FORTRAN program written for the purpose.
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V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Correction Factor for Gamma Scattering and Self-absorption

To determine the correction factor for self-absorption and scatter-
ing of gamma rays during counting, a stack of thin foils was used to
approximate a thick foil. To eliminate edge effects  due to uneven stacking,
the entire .stack was punched at once. After the stacks were punched in this
manner with the gold dry, the stack could not be separated without damaging
the individual layers. Therefore the foils were dipped in silicone oil before
being stacked for punching. The stacks used in this experiment were 0.5, 1,
3,  and  7 mils thick.

The 0.5-mil foil was punched from a stack of five layers of 0.1-mil
gold, the 1-mil foil from a stack of ten layers of 0.1-mil gold, the 3-mil foil
from a stack of ten layers of 0.3-mil gold, and the 7-mil foil from a stack
of seven layers of 1-mil gold. These stacks were counted intact, and then
taken apart for the ' individual layers to be counted separately. The separa-
tion was accomplished by placing the stack  on  a flat clean eraser and apply -
ing pressure to the top of the stack with a pencil eraser to slide the layers
apart.

For each thickness, the self-absorption correction factor was cal-
culated from the ratio of the sum of the counts of the individual layers to
the counts of the stack. The counts of the individual layers of the 0.5-, 1-,
and 3-mil stacks were summed without applying a correction, assuming that

there is a negligible self-absorption
in  foils of thickness   0.1   and  0.3  mil.

1.0280 However, the counts  of the individual
HIGH BIAS -   layers (each layer was 1 mil thick)

L0240 r. 1.0 + 2 9.-5 of the 7-mil stack were corrected
10200 for gamma self-absorption. Thea F fl counts of the individual layers were

3  1.0160 -                                    -   multiplied by the correction factor
   10120 - -      obtained from the  1 -mil stack, before
5
E 10080 -                              /f           _    being sunlrned.
8-     -LOW BIAS
A 10040                              -

/r = 0.9936 + 0.001058 Figure 4 shows the correc-
  x(t- 2.25)2 FOR 05 t. 4.E    tion as a function of thickness for a10000

/;.O.0041 (t-4.25) + 0.9978
FOR  tk 4.25 -   high and a low bias setting.0.9960                                                                                                                                  -

0.9920 The behavior of the self-
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 80 9.0

t, mils absorption correction function for
112-8128 Rev. 1 the low bias setting was at first
Fig. 4. Correction Factor for Gamma Scattering and somewhat surprising. However, the

Self-absorption in a Gold Foil as a Function initial negative slope,   with  a  mini -
of Foil Thickness mum near a thickness of 2 mils, can
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be ascribed to the detection of gamma rays with degraded energy due to
Compton scattering in the foil, and of X rays due to photo-events in the
foil. These effects would lead to increased detection of low-energy pulses,
since such ihteractions would occur with highest probability for those

gammas with long paths in the foil, which therefore were not originally
directed toward one of the detectors. Supplementing that geometrical con-
sideration is the increased efficiency of the NaI crystal for low-energy
radiations. As the foil thickness increases still further, the increase in

self-absorption overcomes the increased Compton scattering and X-ray
production in the foil. These conclusions are further supported by the
observations reported in Section B below. Since the correction factor for

gamma self-absorption depends to some extent on the counting geometry,
for highest accuracy the correction must be determined separately for each
system--particularly if a low counting bias is used.

The curves and equations shown in Fig. 4 are approximate fits to
the   data.     In the STANSECO processing, the first equation shown  for  the   low -
bias case was used over the entire range of thicknesses. That approximation
would lead to an error of approximately 1% in the last datum point; the others
would be unaffected.

To get the data for Fig. 4, the foil stacks were irradiated in ATSR
in the rabbit facility, which happened to be cadmium lined. The resulting
correction curves were assumed to be applicable to both bare and cadmium-
covered foils; therefore the data for the thickness-correction experiment
were processed on that basis.  It has turned out, however, that that assump-
tion was not valid.  This will be discussed more fully in Appendix F.

B,  Ratio of Low- to High-bias Counts as a Function of Thickness

The ratio of the low- to high-bias activities as a function of foil
thickness was initially expected to be constant, The computer program
COMBO was used to calculate the ratios for the different foil thicknesses,
and the ratios were effectively constant (minor scatter) in the region of thin
foils (less than 0,2 mil). However, as t increased above 0.2 mil, the ratios

steadily·increased.

Multichannel pulse-height spectra were obtained for a 6-mil foil .
and a 0.2-mil foil.  The X-ray peak near 70 keV (due to both mercury and
gold X rays) was observed to be about 50% more intense for the thicker
foil, relative to the photopeak intensity. The low-energy portion of the
Compton spectrum was also more intense (by about 20%). These differences

were compatible with the observed integral count-rate ratio differences.

The gold X rays contribute much more to the X-ray peak than do the
mercury X rays. In fact, the gold X rays increase as t increases, while
the mercury X rays decrease as t increases, as can be seen by a detailed
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look at the decay schemes. Cons.ider the decay of the first excited state of
198Hg. Three percent of these decays are by internal conversion, with the
emission of an oribital electron and an ensuing mercury X ray.  In the other
97% of the decays, a 412-keV gamma ray leaves the mercury atom.  This
garnrna ray has some probability X of interacting with an electron in one of
the  surrounding gold atoms, leading  to the emission of a go-ld X ray.   Thus
a fraction (1 - X) of the emitted gamma rays escape from the foil.  Some of
them interact with one of the detector crystals and are counted; others are
absorbed in surrounding material, such as the lead shield, causing more
X rays.

Of the internal-conversion X rays, some fraction Y will be absorbed
in the surrounding gold, and more gold X rays will result.  Some of the re-
maining mercury X rays will reach the detector crystals.

Thereford as the foil thickness increases, the number of gold X rays
increases (X increases because there are more gold atoms present for the
gamma ray to interact with) and the number of unscattered gamma rays
counted decreases [(1- X) goes down].  Thus the high-bias (specific) activity,
where the X rays and Compton-scattered X rays are not counted, decreases,
as the foil thickness increases, more rapidly than the low-bias activity.  The
effect is mainly due to gold X rays (and Compton scattering) rather than

mercury X rays, because as the foil thickness increases, the probability of
the mercury X rays escaping from the foil and being counted decreases
(1 - Y decreases).  Thus as the foil thickness increases, a greater percentage
of mercury X rays will be transformed into gold X rays by interaction with
the  surrounding gold atoms,

C. Flux Isotropy

The isotropy of the flux was determined by irradiating a group of
1-mil foils on the. wheel assembly located in the graphite thermal column of
ATSR (described in Section III.B). Twelve 1-mil foils were ta7ed to the
aluminum wheel near its periphery, alternately in the plane of the wheel and

perpendicular to the wheel. Three of the foils in the plane of the wheel and
three of the ones perpendicular to the wheel were cadmium covered, and the
rest were aluminum covered. The foils were counted in the automatic sys-
tem described in Section III.C, and the data were processed by RP-202.
The average specific activity of the bare foils in the plane of the wheel was
1% higher than for the bare foils perpendicular to the wheel; the average
specific activity of the cadmium-covered fails in the plane of the wheel was

6% higher than for the cadmium-covered foils perpendicular to the wheel.
This  difference is reasonably consis,tent with the cadmium ratio for a  1 -mil
foil (-5), since the much higher self-shielding for epicadmium neutrons
causes the epicadmium activation to be a more sensitive indicator of flux
anisotropy.  Thus the effective epicadmium flux seen by the rotating foils
was observably nonisotropic, presumably because the foot-square void in
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which the irradiation was performed was open at the top. Anisotropy had
no observable effect on the subcadmium activation  of the  1 -mil foils.    The
experiment was not repeated with thicker foils.

As will be shown in Section D below, there was generally good
agreement between the observed epicadmium self-shielding for this slightly
nonisotropic flux and the theory for isotropic flux.

D.    Epicadmium Self- shielding

Figures 5-9 are curves showing the epicadmium activation as a func-
tion of foil thickness. The first six data points  are for the evaporated foils.
As mentioned in Section III.C above, the foils were counted in two independent
(but similar) counting systems, in each case at two bias settings. Figures 5
and 6 show the North Counting Room low-bias data, fitted to Eq. 30 using
three and four coefficients, respectively. Including the fourth (cubic) term
leads to a somewhat better fit to the data, and also to better agreement with
the calculations of Baumann. Those calculations included factors for the11

nine strongest resonances, the epicadmium 1/v component, and the effect
of Doppler broadening. Considering the slight flux anisotropy referred to
in Section C above, the agreement between theory and measurement is re-

garded as satisfactory.

Also plotted in Figs. 5 and 6 is the single-resonance function of
Trubey, Blosser, and Estabrook.5 This curve has the shape that would be
provided by a two-coefficient fitting of the data to Eq. 30. Clearly, high
accuracy requires more than a single-resonance treatment.

Curves for three- and four-coefficient fits are plotted in Fig. 7, where
the difference between them can more clearly be seen.

As can be seen from Fig. 8, the agreement between the high-bias
(photopeak and above) and low-bias (X rays and above) results is very close,
which confirms that the gamma-ray self-absorption correction curves of

Fig. 4 are reasonably correct, for epicadmium activation.

In three of the four cases, the results from the two counting rooms
were indistinguishable, indicating that the counting statistics obtained were
more than adequate,  and that any effects  of the minor differences in count-

ing geometry were undetectable. Figure 9 shows the kind of agreement ob-
tained.   The one exception was  in the  case  of the low-bias, subcadmium
activity, where there was a rather marked difference in the curves for the
two counting systems.  In this case, the biases may not have been the same
in the two systems, and this would have led to differences in the effects of
garnma-ray scattering and self-absorption (as discussed in Section E below).
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E.    Thermal Self- shielding

The subcadmium activation data for the North Counting Room are
presented in Figs. 10 and 11, where again the first six points are for
evaporated foils. The ordinates  for the plotted points were calculated
according to Eqs, 41 and 43, using for the gamma self-absorption correc-
tion 7 (t) the functions as determined from cadmium-covered foils (see
Section V.A). The divergence between the high-bias and low-bias results
is evident in Fig. 12.

As mentioned in Section A above, we first assumed that 7(t) would
be the same for both bare and cadmium-covered foils. However, in Appen-
dix F we show that that is not the case, with indications that at least the
difference between the high- and low-bias results can be explained on that
basis. The question of whether the discrepancy between the high-bias curve
and the theoretical one (Eq. 8) is also due to this cause has not been settled
experimentally. However, for purposes of making corrections for weight
differences of the order of 10%, this discrepancy is small (note the sup-
pressed zero in Figs. 10-13), as will be shown more fully in Section G below.

The low-bias subcadmium results for the two counting rooms are
plotted together in Fig. 13. As mentioned in Section D above, this is the
only case in which there was an appreciable difference in the results for the
two counting systems.

In counting activated gold foils, one should set the bias so as to reject
pulses below and including the Compton counts from the 411-keV gamma ray.
Alternatively, highest precision requires a separate determination of y(t)
for each bias setting and each counting system, and also independently for
subcadmium and epicadmium activation.

The bare-foil, low-bias data were corrected using the (insufficient)
low-bias function from Fig. 4. Without this correction, the initial slope of
the subcadmium activation curves would have been positive. Z6bel,12 in the
course of somewhat similar measurements, observed such an anomaly.

F. Cadmium Ratios

13Jacks has reported cadmium ratios for a range of gold-foil thick-
nesses. The foils were irradiated in voids in graphite assemblies; hence,
Jacks' results are convenient for comparison with the results of the present
work.  To use Jacks' cadmium ratios, we had to adjust them for the dif-
ference in cadmium thickness (30 mils instead of 20), and then apply a
normalizing factor.
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The adjusted·cadmium ratio CdRJ is given by

FCd(.20)
CdRJ(t) =

Fcd(30) CdRJ(t) Ft' (54)

where  FCd' and Ft are cadmium correction factors, as defined in Ref. 9.
The normalizing factor NJ was determined from

1     *.   C dRS (t· ) -    1
N                J                                             (55)

J      =     nj     C dRJ (5)     -1   '

where n is the nzimber of different thicknesses tj used by Jacks, and the
CdRS(tj) are cal'culated from the fitted curves for the present set of
measurements.

The results of the comparison are shown in Figs. 14 and 15, where
the data points attributed to Jacks are the normalized values

NJ[CdRJ (tj)  -   1]  I

Both.·the three- and four-coefficient curves are plotted, although the four-
coefficient results were better fits to ·the data. There is good agreement
between the two experiments for gold thicknesses less than approximately
4 mils. The disagreement for the thickes·t foil is not understood.

G. Weight-correction Curves

The formulas for making weight corrections to g·old-foil activations
were derived in Chapter II: for cadmium-covered foils, Eqs. l'and 20, and
and for bare foils, Eqs. 5 and 21. To apply these formulas, one must know
the appropriate values of Hepi and Hth· The STANSECO program calcu-
lated those functions from the curves fitted to the experimental points, using
Eqs. 40 and 53, and also from the theoretical functions. The results are
presented in Figs. 16 and 17. For comparison, Fig. 16 includes the calcu-
lations based.on:the three-coefficient fits. . However, it will be remembered
that the data were·better fitted.by using four coefficients.

Figure 17, which is for the subcadmium c6mponent, used only the
high-bias results. As discussed in. Section A above, good correction factors
were not available for correcting the low-bias, bare-foil data fo'r gamma-ray
scattering and self-absorption. Figures 11 and 12 showed that the high-
bias data. for the bare foils, as corrected with the available gamma self-
absorption correction function, deviated somewhat from the theoretical
predictions. Figure 17 shows  the e ffect of this deviation upon the  Hth
function.  It will shortly be shown that for normal weight-correction pur-
poses, the difference.is negligible..

-
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In the epicadmium case (Fig. 16), there is good agreement between
the H-functions calculated for the present experimental data and the one
calculated for Baumann's theoretical values in the region above 0.1 ·mil.
The deviation in Hepi that exists in this region does not appreciably affect
the weight-correction factor. For example, at 1 mil an error of 7% in
Hepi would result in an error of only 0.3% in the weight-correction factor.
The larger deviation between the experimental and theoretical H-function
in the region below 0.1 mil is not critical because the correction factor 6
(see Eqs. 1, 5, 20, and 21) for normal weight differences is small in that
region.   This is dernonstrated by the following calculations:

1.   At 0.1 mil, there is a spread of approximately 7.3% in the
values of Hepi, but this corresponds to a range of only 0.1% in the weight-
correction factor, 6 res·

2.   At 0.1 mil, an increase of 40% in Hepi again results in a change
of only 0.1% in 6epi·

tI
a                       3.   Similarly, for the thermal case,

0.1                1                  10 decreasing Hth by 35% leads to changes in1=    1 Illilli 111 It
= 9=2 2     6th of only 0.1, 0.02, and. 0.002% at thick-

1
- / -    nesses of 1, 0.1, and 0.01 mil, respectively.

9'0.5
0

-j                                          Thus one can- choose any value of H
9=2

0.1                  1   within the bands of values presented in

-    in the calculation of the weight-correction
Hth ,  /             q= 0.5

- factor.

- -7fflf -0
OA.2-     1       1/                                         -

For irradiations other than in a void,

--1  If ... -d A/A .    the factor g in Eq. 7 will in general be non-
d(tI )/(tI )    -4 a a- zero.  Figure 18 (from Ref. 1) shows the

-                           - calculated values of Hth for several values
0.002 of g, and also for thicker foils than are in-1 Ill  lili i 1 1    111111

0.001 0.01 0.1tI                 cluded in Fig. 17. In comparing Figs. 16 and
a

18, note that Hth approaches unity for very
112-1724 Rev. 1 thick foils, while Hepi levels  off at about
Fig.  18. C alculated Thickness-correction half that value. The reason for the difference

Function for Thermal Activation is that, unlike the thermal-absorption cross
of Gold Foils (from Ref. 1) section, the epithermal cross section varies

over a very large range, so that foils that are heavily self-shielded for

resonance-energy neutrons can still be relatively transparent to neutrons

of  othe r  ene rgie s.
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VI. ACCURACY

A. Approximations

Starting with Eqs. 20 and 21, we can make a series of approxima-
tions, each one resulting in simpler expressions, along with some loss of
accuracy. Approximations appropriate for 25-11 (1-mil) gold foils are con-
sidered in this section, with some illustrative calculations.

1.  Accurate Forrnulas

In principle, the only approximation involved in Eqs. 20 and 31
is the one expressed by Eqs. 15 and 16--namely, that the specific activation
A  is  a linear function  of  the foil thickness  in the interval between  To  and  )-1·
This is a good assumption fer thickness variations £+10%. However, as was
remarked in Section II.D, evaluating the H-function separately for each in-
dividual foil is not convenient, and Eqs. 22 and 23 use the values of H andepi
Hth for the nominal thickness to. Fortunately, this is an excellent approxi-
mation for all gold foils that are not unreasonably thick:  Hth is small
(<0.1) for .foils thinner than about 5 mils (Fig. 17), so that thickness correc-
tions are insehsitive to errors in it (see Section V.G); Hepi is always less
than 0.5 or so and changes most slowly where it has the largest values.

Thus, the most accurate thickness-correction formulas that are
convenient to use are Eqs. 22 and 23, in conjunction with Eqs. 1 and 5.  For
convenience·, 6th and 6epi can be eliminated from these equations to give
the following accurate formulas for thickness-correcting cadmium-covered
and bare gold foils:

Cadmium-covered

2 + DHepi(to)
Aepi(4)  = Aepi(t)  2 - DHepi(to) (56)

'Bare

Abare(t)  -2  + DHth(to) 2  +  DH         · (tn)7

Abare (to) - [-C dR(t) -  1]   +
epi v 6 (57)

CdR(t)  ··l2 - DHth(to) 2 - DHepi(to).   

For definitions of the terms used, see the nomenclature at the
front of this report. In particular, note that Aepi(t) is assumed to have been
corrected for perturbations due to the cadmium cover, that is, for absorption
of epicadmium neutrons by ·the- c-over and transrnission of subcadmium
neutrons. This topic has been partially treated in the literature and   i s9,10
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not covered in this report. Another assumption is that adequate correction
has been made for self-absorption of the gamma (or beta) radiation during
counting. (See Section IV.C.1.)

2.   Effect of Error in CdR(t) .

The cadmium ratio in Eq. 57 is for the thickness t of the bare
foil, rather than for to. Since this is not always easy to evaluate accurately
a priori, one should know how accurate an estimate needs to be.  In Sec-
tion II.A, the qualitative statement was made that CdR(t) need not be known
with high accuracy. Quantitative support can be given to that statement.

In most uses of the cadmium ratio, the quantity CdR - 1 (the
ratio of subcadmium to epicadmium activation) is of interest. By differen-
tiating Eq. 5 with respect to CdR(t) - 1, and II'laking the approximations
6th - 1 and 6epi =1+ DHepi, one can show that for a given percentage
error in CdR(t) - 1, the maximum fractional error in Abare(to) occurs for
CdR(t) = 2. The magnitude of this fractional error is approximately
AC · DHepi /4, where AC is the fractional error in CdR(t) - 1. Using, for
example, D  =  0.1 and Hepi  -  0.4, a 50% error in CdR(t) - 1 leads to an
error of only 0.5% in Abare(to), and less if CdR(t) is appreciably different
from 2.

3. Further Approxirnations

In a computer code, there is no reason not to use Eqs. 56 and
57 as they stand, biit for routine hand·calculations simpler expressions
would be convenient.  For a start, one can often neglect the effect of ther-
mal self-shielding (let 6th=1) inmaking thickness corrections to gold foils
that are not much thicker than 1 mil, even if not in correcting to zero thick-
ness. Equation 57 then reduces to

-                      -

1 2DHepi(to')
Abare(to) - Abare(t)  1 I CdR(t)   2- DHepi(to)  *                     (58)

L                      -

For cadmium-covered foils, one still uses Eq. 56.

Next, if the product DHepi is much smaller than 2, the brack-
eted term in Eq. 56 can usefully be expanded in series form.  If we keep
only the first two terms of the series and still neglect thermal self-
shielding, Eqs. 56 and 57 for cadmium-covered and bare foils reduce to

Aepi(to) - Aepi(t)[ 1 +DHepi(to)] ,                                                 (59)
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and

DH     . (tny
Abare(to) = Abare(t)  1 +

epi -

(60)
CdR(t)

-           -

4. Unmatched Foils and the Effect of Approximations

The extent to which the .:results of the above approximations
differ will be illustrated in an example. Consider two gold foils nominally
1 mil thick, but actually 0.9 and 1.1 mil thick. (In practice, no foil in a set
should differ from to by more than 10%.) Suppose one of these foils is bare
and one is cadmium-covered and they are irradiated in a neutron flux with
a spectrum such that the bare foil becomes twice as active (per unit weight)
as the cadmium-covered one, after correcting for the perturbations due to
the cadmium cover.  Let the subscripts b and c refer to the bare- and
cadmium-covered foils.

An estimate of CdR(tb) is required.  In view of Section 2 above,
using. 2.00, the ratio of bare-to-cadmium-covered specific activation before
thickness corrections, would be an adequate approximation. Hoivever, for
this illustrative example, a more accurate estimate will be made. With the
knowledge that the areal density of 1-mil gold is 49.1 mg/cmz, one can de-
termine from Fig. 8 that the epicadmium specific activity of 0.9-mil gold
is about 7,5% greater than for 1.1-mil gold. Thus, CdR(tb) - 2.000/
1.075 = 1.86.

We now have the following input values:

tb    =    0.9 mil, Db = -0.1053 (Eq. 17),

tc = 1.1 rnil, DC = +0.0952,

Abare(tb) = 2.00, H · = 0.42 (Fig. 16),epi

Aepi.(tc) = 1.00, and

C dR (ti))      = 1.86, Hth    = 0.0 3 (Fig. 17).

When these numbers are used in Eqs. 56-60, the results are
as given' in Table I. One should not assume that the values in the first
row of the table are exactly what would have been observed for a pair of
1.000-mil-thick matched foils, since the linear approximations (Eqs. 15
and 16) are implicit, and there is some experimental uncertainty in Hepi
and Hth· The tabulation verifies the insensitivit'y of gold-foil thickness
corrections to thermal self-shielding, at least for foils not thicker than
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about 1 mil, and for thicknesses·that are not more than 10% or so from
nominal.  It also indicates that the simplified forms (Eqs. 59 and 60) are
likely to be· accurate enough for all but the most exacting experiments.

TABLE I. Effects of Approximations

C dR ( to)
Aepi(to)

'
Abare (to) Ath(to ) Error in

Error, Error, Error, C dR(to)  -   1,
Equations Value % Value % Value· % Value             %

56  and 57 1.0408 - 1.9565 - 0.9157 - 1.8798       -
56 and 58 1.0408 - 1.9536 0.15 0.9128 0.32 1.8770 0.32

59 and 60 1.0400 0.08 1.9524 0,21 0,9124 0.36 1.8773 0.28

a                          1.0 0 0 0 3.9 2.0000 2.2 1.0000 9.2 2.0000 13,7

aThe  last row shows the results of neglecting self- shielding in making thickness
corrections to gold foils.

B. Nonuniform Foils

Until now we have assumed that each foil has a uniform thickness.
We will now show that foil nonuniformity, within reason, is not important
as a source of error.

1.    Thick Foil

As an extreme example, consider a nominal 1-mil gold foil with
two thickness regions,   such  that  half  the  area  is 20% greater than nominal,
and half is 20% less. The cross section of such a foil is shown here.

-ilillilll'Trillillillilli     -
If the thickness of the foil illustrated is computed from its weight and area,
it will be exactly to, which is 1 mil.  We wish to discover how close the
observed activation will be to the activation that would have been observed
for a truly uniform  1 -mil gold foil. The calculation will be made for epi-
cadrniurn activation, since this will be more serious than for therrnal
activation.

Let the subscripts 1 and 2 denote the thicker and thinner regions,
respectively; then ml = 3rn/5 and mz = 2rn/5, where m is the mass of the
foil. The fractional thickness deviations from nominal are (from Eq. 17)
Di-= t .182, and Dz = -0.222.  Using Eq. 56, we can calculate the activities
(per gram) for the two regions of the foil:

Aepi(tl) = 0.9264Aepi(to)
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and

Aepi(tz) = i.0978AeDi(to).

The observed specific activity Aobs of the whole foil will be ·given by

Aobs = + Aepi(ti) +'-  Aepi(tz),

which works out to be 0.9950Aepi(to).

Thus, the (very large) step-functiob +20% variation in thickness
re-sults in an-error of only about 0.5% in the observed epitadmium activation,
leading to the perhaps surprising conclusion that foil unifbtmity is not very

important.

2.   Thin Foil with Voids

A similar situation arises  in the  case  of a  thin foil with defects.
Consider a nominal 0.]-mil, cadmium-covered foil,:with.5% of its.area:
void. (This situation is equivalent to a 5% overestimate of the area of the

.. foil.  The mass of the foil is assumed to be accurately known.) We now have

to      =      0.1    mil,

t    =    0.1 0 5 2 6   rnil,

D = 0.05128 (Eq. 17)

and

H  · = 0.17 (Fig. 16).epi

Using these values of D and H   · in Eq. 56, we calculate
epi

Aepi(t) = 0.9913Aepi(to).

That is, for 0.1-mil gold foils, a 5% void leads to an error of somewhat
less than 1% in the resonance activation, due to the resulting underestima-
tion  of  the foil thicknes s.

The accurate formula (Eq. 56) has been used in the above calcu-
lations. However, it tan be seen from Eq. ·59that the fractional error inthe
corrected specific activation is equal to DH, if DH is small, where D is to be *
calculated with t and to as the true and assumed foil thicknesses,

respectively.
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VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

To make accurate weight corrections to a set of neutron-activated

gold foils, the components  of the activation that are  due to thermal and

epithermal neutrons must be treated separately.  For a cadmium-covered

foil (and for the epicadmium component of bare-foil activation),

2 + DH     · (to)
Aepi(to) = Aepi(t) epi ,        (56)

2 - DHepi(to)

where t and·to a.re the actual and nominal foil thicknesses, respectively,
and Aepi(t) has· been corrected for cadmium-cover effects  and for gamma -
ray scattering and self-absorption. For a bare foil,

A       (t)  2 + DHth(to) 2 + DHepi(to) | bare
(57)Abare(to) = [CdR(t) - 1] +

Cd.R.(t)   l2 - DHth(to) 2 -"DHepi(to)   

The value of Hepi(to) can be determined from Fig. 16, and Hth from
Fig. 17 or 18. The fractional thickness deviation from nominal, D, is cal-
culated according to Eq. 17,

D=2 t  -  to.. -....

t + to I

The following approximate forms of Eqs. 56 and 57, which neglect
thermal self-shielding and flux depression, are accurate enough for most
purposes:

Aepi(to)  = Aepi(t) [ 1 + DHepi(to)] , (59)

and                          -·                                       ·

-        -

DH      · t
Abare(to) = Abare(t)  1 +

epi
(60)

CdR(t)
-         -

Theoretical and experimental H-functions were in reasonable
agreenvent. The latter were determined by measuring specific activation
as  a function of foil thickness.   The data, after correction for cadmium-
cover effects and gamma-ray scattering and self-absorption, were fitted                -

-    by least squares:.to the differentiable function

A(t) = Cif(t) + C3fz(t) + C4f3(t);
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where f(t) is a differentiable function that fits the data at least approxi-
mately. This approach offers an advantage over fitting to an arbitrary
function such as a polynomial or ,sum of exponentials,  in that extrapolation
beyond the range of the measurements, particularly to zero thickness, can
be done with more confidence. For epicadmium activation, the single-
resonance approximation was used for f(t), and a good fit to the data was
obtained when the three terms shown were used. The subcadmium results
were well fitted by the same number of terms, where  f(t) was the standard
thermal self-shielding function (Eq. 8).

To determine zero-thickness specific activation from measurements

with a gold foil of finite thickness, one can use Figs. 8 and 12. In using
Fig. 12 to reduce the thermal component of the activation to zero thickness,
one must remember that neither the theoretical function nor the experimental
data include any effects of outer flux depression, the experimental :nieasure-
ments having been made in a void in graphite. Consequently, if a gold foil
is closely surrounded by some material during irradiation, the observed
thermal part of the activation must be multiplied by l t[ * - E3(79] g before
applying the correction determined from Fig. 12. (See Section II.B.)

Alternatively, particularly when the cadmium ratio CdR(to) has been
determined, reduction to zero thickness can be done with the help of the
curves published by Jacks14 and Baumann;11 the present work has yielded re-
sults   that  are in reasonable agreement with theirs. Again, however,  the rmal
outer flux depression was not present, so that one must multiply CdR (to) - 1
by 1 + [*-E3(T)] g hefnre using the curvco.

Regarding foil uniformity,.a calculation (described in Section VI.B)
indicates that the measured epicadmium activation of a gold foil will be
quite insensitive to nonuniformity in the thickness of the foil.

Accurate interpretation of gold-foil counting results requires care-
ful attention to the effect of gamma-ray scattering and self-absorption,
which is a function of foil thickness.   As  a side result of this investigation,
we discovered that the nature of this function depends on the counting bias
(Section V.A), and that, if the bias is low, the function is.different for
subcadmium and epicadmiuul activation (Appendix F). Complications due
to both effects can be avoided by setting the counting threshold so as to re-

ject all pulses below the 411-keV photopeak.
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APPENDIX A

Error Analysis

1. Foil-weight Error

The weight of -the.evaporated f6ils was.deteirnined by evaporating 6 cm2
of gold onthe aluminum sheet fFig.. 1),  and then dividing by six to determine
the amount of gold per square cm on the Mylar. The amount of gold weighed
was significant enough for an accuracy of +3% for the thinnest foil. Since
the aluminum sheet was weighed with an accuracy offlo Bg before and after
the  evaporation, the weight difference was known with an accuracy  of +14 Bg.
The error for the evaporated foils ranged from 1 to 3%. The error in the
weight of the punched foils was determined by the accuracy of the two bal-
ances  used. The balance accuracy·was  +10 ligfor foils weighing 1 -10 m g  In2,
and t50 Bg for foils weighing 10-300 mg/cmz. The error range for the
punched foils was 0.1 to 0.8.%. This accuracy was confirmedby weighing each
foil on three different occasions,

2. Foil-area Error

a. Evaporated Foils

The area plated depends on the evaporation mask. The holes in
the mask for the 1 -cmz Mylar foils were made larger than 1  crnz to prevent
shadowing effects; the holes in the portion of the mask covered by the alumi-
num sheet were 1.00 cm2.  (See Fig. 1.) Because of the finite thickness of
thp. mask (30 mils) and the Mylar (5 mils), two effects should be considered:
reduction of the exposed area of the aluminum sheet due to shadowing, and
gold plating on the  edge  of the Mylar foils. The uncertainty due  to the  shad-
owing on the aluminum sheet was estimated to be approximately 1%, based
on the geometr* of the evaporation apparatus. The slots in the evaporation
mask for the Mylar foils were arranged so that gold plating could occur on
only one edge of the Mylar foil. Since the Mylar was 5 mils thick, the area
of one edge would be 0.0125 cmz.  Thus, the maximum error due to gold
plating on the edge of the Mylar foil would be 1.25%. Combining the errors
of 1  and 1.25%, the total error in the area of the evaporated foils is
approximately 1.5%.

b. Punched Foils

The punched foils, produced by a precision punch-and-die s'et,
were examined under a microscope at a magnification of 5OX. The error
due to jagged edges was judged to be negligible.

4
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3. Deadtime Error*

The.results of a deadtime determination by the double-source method
are not belie·vable ·to much better than :El Bsec. ·Since the.counting rates

were restricted to 2000 to 4000 c.ounts/sec, the deadtime error range wis
0.2 to 0.4%. An error of 0.3% was assumed for all the foils.

4. Counting Errors

The. counting ·statistics were approximately the same for all foils;
the statistical error was approximately 0.2%. (See Section III.C for a fuller
discussion.)

5. Total Error

The total percentage error R for the cadmium-covered and bare-
foil activity was calculated by

)1/2R =  Rweight + Rfoil area + Rdeadtime + Rc:ounting) · (A.1)

The error ranged from 0.4 to 3.4%.

The subcadmium data points were calculated from the epicadmium
curve and the bare-foil data points according to Eq. 43. The absolute error
in a subcadmium data point is given by

.   )1/2Esub -  Ebare+Eepi/ (A.2)

where the absolute error E is the product of the relative error R and the
activity.  Thus, Eq. A.2 can be written

11/2
Esub =  (RbareAbare)2 + (RepiAepi)2-1 . (A.3)

By use of the cadmium ratio and Eq. 43, the subcadmium activity can be
written as

Asub = Aepi(CdR - 1). (A.4)

Dividing Eq. A.3 by Eq. A.4 and using the cadmium ratio, we get

Esub  (RbareCd )2 + Rzepi 1/*
R = . (A.5)sub

-
CdR - 1Asub

*See Section III.C for additional discussion of the deadtime.
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Note that the epicadmium-activity points used in calculating the subcadmium
' activity are not data points, but rather points  that have  been  read from a
fitted curwe. The process of fitting the data points to a curve decreases the
relative error R calculated by Eq. A.1., by an estimated factor of three.

epi'
Thus, Repi in Eq. A.5 can. be effectively ignored, and. Eq. A.5 becomes

RbareCdR
Rsub -· CdR -1' (A.6)

The total error for the subcadmiurri activity, as calculated by Eq. A.6,
r anged  from  6  to  0.5%.

In both the subcadmium and epicadmium cases, the weighing uncer-
tainties were the chief source of error for the light foils, but for the heavier
foils, the deadtime-correction uncertainties predominated.
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APPENDIX B

Foil Weights

Table II lists  the gold foilst and their weights. Chapter III contains
a description of how the foils were prepared, irradiated, and counted.

TABLE II. Foil Weights

Foil Weight, F oil Weight,
No. 'rng   crnz No. rn€'crri

1         0.0830 + 0.0025        26           3.245 k 0.010
2        0.0830 + 0.0025 26' 3.244 + 0.010
3        0.1858 + 0.0025 27 4.833 +.0.010
4        0.1858 + 0.0025 27' 4.826 + 0..010
5         0.2197 i 0.0025        28           4.851 + 0.010
6        0.2197 + 0.0025 28' 4.852 + 0.010
7         0.4715 k 0.0025        29           6.281 t 0.010
8        0.4715 + 0.0025 29' 6.281 + 0.010
9        0.5797 i 0.0025        30          6.363 + 0.010

10        0.5797 + 0.0025 30' 6.358 + 0.010
11        0.7090 + 0.0025        31          10.451 + 0.050
12        0.7090 + 0.0025 31' 10.453 + 0.050
13        1.167  + 0.010 32 10.463 =t 0.050

14        1.216 + 0.010 32' 10.460 + 0.050
15 1.484 1 0.010         33 13.41 + 0.05
16        1.489  + 0.010 34 13.52 + 0.05
17 1.708 + 0.010         35 23.32 i 0.05
18 1.712 1 0.010         36 23.34 1 0.05
19 2.032 + 0.010 37 38.04 + 0.05
20 2.069 + 0.010 38 . 38.71 f 0.05
21 2.355 + 0.010        39 4.8.27 =t 0.05

21' 2.331 =t 0.010 40 48.27 + 0.05
22 2.327 i 0.010         41 74.05 + 0.05
22' 2.332 i 0.0·10 42 74.24 + 0.05
23 2.523 + 0.010 43 95.95 + 0.05
23' 2.526  + 0.010 44 95.95  + 0.05
24 2.548 + 0.010 45 214.28 + 0.05
24' 2.574 + 0.010        46 212.93 + 0.05
25 3.216  i 0.010 47 308.71 + 0.05
25' 3.197  + 0.010 48 312.29  + 0.05

Odd-numbered'foils were aluminum-covered,  even-
numbered cadmium-covered. Foils 1-12 were deposited on
Mylar by evaporation.
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APPENDIX C

FORTRAN Listings for Program STANSECO

This appendix contains the FORTRAN listings of the STANSECO
pregram including some of the subroutines called by the main.program.  The
subroutine EONE, which evaluates the first-order exponential integral El(X),
is a standard ANL routine (ANL C305) written by Gerald J. Duffy.  The rest
of the routines listed were written during the present investigation.

Three of the subroutines used in STANSECO are omitted from the
following FORTRAN listings. The NEWPAGE routine merely prints the
title, date, and page number at the top of a new output page. The least-
squares polynomial fitting is done by the subreutine LSQPOL (ANL E206, by
Burton S. Garbow).  Also used is the Bessel-function subroutine BESI,
a library subroutine for the CDC-3600 computer.
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PROGRAM STANSECO

-                                 
           C

DIMENSION XC(100),*8,100),ACAD(100),ABARE(100)0.WCAD(100).WR(100),G
XS(18),TAUEPI(100),AEPI(100>,TAUTH(100),EPIFAC(100),COEF1(10),NEPIC
X100)'HR(1011),ERMAT (10,10),CDERI V (100),EDERIV (100),ASUBFIT (100).
XNBARE(loU),ANORME(100),ANORMS(100),SUBFAC(100),ASUB(loc)•AEPTB(10:
X ),AEPIFIT (100),DERI V (100).DDERI V (100).DERIVTH(100)'.HTH (1001
X.XRTC(lou),SORTEPI(100),XRTH(100),SORTAUTH(100),CDRC(1001
X,EPIFACB(100),ABARCO(100>,RESID(100),RESIDB(100),COEF2(10),ER(10.
X10).TAUEPIR(100).AE(1016).CDR(100),EX(10,10),ASUBNORM(100).
XAEPINORM(100),CADRATIO(100),HEPIFAC(100),HSUBFAC(100'
TYPE INTEGER GS . $ TYPE REAL LGAMMAF
COMMON/XYZ/DEL.FINT,FE
COMMOA/PAGEBLK/NPAGE, GS

10 FORMATC YAA,7*Al)
20 FORMA1(1H 10*18A4//)
30 FORMAT(3&12,5,413,3&6,0,13,6%,Al)
40 FORMAT(3E12,5)
50 FORMAT(1H05X•N•15X*WT/MG•9X•SQRT(WT/MG)•11X•WT, FACT,•12X•ACTIVITY

X•13X.*CDRC(N)* /1H *CAD. COV,• )
60 FORMAT(1H -BARE* )
70 FORMAT(1H 16,5F20,5)

120 FORMAT(1HU34HNORMALI/ATION FACTOR(AEPIFIT(N)) =E12.5/)
130 FORMAT(1H034HNORMALIZATION FACTOR(ASUBFIT(M)) = E12.5/,
1411 FURMAT(1UHO TH,(MIL)XWHSORT(TH,)6X*PTEPIXiOHSORT(TEPI)7*4HAEP14*7H

XAEPIFiT6X5HRESIDJXPHAEPINORM5X6HANORME5XBHEPIFAC6X5HDERIVSX2WHR
XBX2Htl /(Elo.3,Flo.5,E10,3,Fll.5,8F11.5,16))

150 FORMAT(1UH TH,(MIL)X9HSORE(TH.)6XAHTSUBX10HSQRT(TSUB)9X5HTEPIB
X8*6HABARCO9X5HAEPIRloX4HASUB7X/HASUBFITBX6HRESID86X2HII /(610.3,
XF10,5,Elu,3,Fll,5,6Fl#,5,Ia))

160 FORMAT(1HU3XBHTH,(YIL)4*9HSQRT(TH,)9*4HTSUR3X10HSORT(TSUB)
X6X8HASUBNONM8X6HANCRMS8X6HSUBFAC8X6WDDERIV11X3HHTH11X3VCDR /
X ( t 12,4 . F l3 , 5,613 , 3, F l 3 , 5,6Fl 4,5 1 1

9030 FORMAT (12,X,AB, X, KE12,5)
904U FORMAT(6X,15HCAD,CCV. EPIFAC,6*,16,6*,E12.6,16)
9050 FORMAT(6X,15H BARE EPIFAC,6*,16,6*,E12.6,16)
9045 FORMAT(3YX,&12.6.16)

C

C    SOME STATEMENTS. IN THF FOLLOWING·LISTING LOOK LIKE LEGITIMATE INSTRUCTIONS,
C  BUT HAVE'THE COMMENT LABEL, C, THOSE STATEMENTS WERE ORIGINALLY USED TO
C  PRODUCE OUTPUT CARDS WHICH COULD BE READ IN FOR FUTURE CALCULATIONS, THUS
C  SAVING COMPUTER TIME,
C

CADF(X)= 1,0045 - X•7,06-5
GAMMAF(X)=1,0 • X/239,5

LGAMMAF( w)=0,9936*0.,001058*(X-2.25)**2
NPAGE n U $ KKK = 0

-         READ JO,SIGRES.SIGTH,ATOMS,NCAD,MBARE,ICOMAX, ICOMIN,DEL.FINI.EPS,N
X,NOPUNCH

./ READ YU45, (EPIFAC(J), NEPICJ), J 3 1, NCAD)
READ 9045, (EPIFACT(J), NBARE(J), J 2 1, MBARE)

250 READ 10,(GS(I),1.1. 9),LRIAS
It (LBIAS ,EQ, 17 ) LBIAS = 1HH
IF(EO .,60)61,1

61 CONTINUE f STOP
1 CALL NEWPAGE * KKK = KKK + 1

-                                                                                                                                                                            1
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0RINT30,SIGRES,SIGTH,ATOMS.NCAD,MBARE, ICOMAX,ICOMIN,DEL,FINI,EPS.N
X,LBIAS

C                                                                                                                                   -

C  READ AND PRINT INPUT rATA PLUS MG/SQ CM
C

PRINT 50
DO 11 I=l,MCAD
READ 40,XC(I),WCAD(IY,ACAD(1) S ACAD(I) m EXPF(ACAD(I))
XXC = XCIL)*•2
CORC(i)= 0,345-XC(!) 0 2,07

11 PRINT 70,I,XXC,XC(1),WCAD(I),ACAD(I),CDHC(I)
C NAME ; SHSQRMG CD $ D0298 NO = 1,6
C NP=5*(NO-1)01 S NF4=NP•4 $ IF (NP4 .GT. NCAD).NP4 = NCAD
C 298 PUNCH 9030, NO, NAME, (XC(I), 1 = AP, NP#)

PRINT 60
DO 12 191,MBARE
READ 40,XB(1),WB(I),ABARE(1) S ABARE(I) c EXPF(ABARE(I )
XXB • x8(1)*•2

12 PRINT 70,1,XXB,XB(I),WB(I),ABARECI)
C NAME = BH SQRMG 8 S 00299 NO 0 1,6
C NP=5•(NO-1)01 S NP4=NP+4  $ IF (NP# .GT, MBARE) NP# = MBARE
C 299 PUNCH 9UJU, NO, NAME, (Xe(l), 1 = NP, NP#)

DO 2 1=l,NCAD
XC(i)• XC(I)••2/49,0728 5 XRTC(1) : SQRTF(XC(I))
TAUEPICI) = ATOMS•SIGRES•XC(I)

°2 SURTEPICI)= SQRTF(TANEPICI))
DO 3 icl,MHARE
x8(I) = X8(1)**2/49,0728 $ XRTB(t) = SQRTF(XB(I))
TAUEP 18(1) s ATOMS•STGRES*XB(I)
TAUTH(I) = ATOMS • SIGTH * XB(I)

3 SURTAUTH(I)= SQHTF(TAUTH(1))
ALPHA = 6,OE-4
DO 5 1= ICOMIN, ICCMAX
KimI

C
C   CD COVENED FOILS
C

DO 201 J=l,NCAD
C

C     EPIFAC (J) CALCULATED ONCE FROM THEN ON THE VALUES READ IN
C

C     IF (KAK ,GT, 1) GO TO 210
C     CALL EPIFUNC(TAUEPI(J),TEMP,EPS,!COUNT,N)
C     PUNCH 9040, J, TEMP, ICOUNT
C     EPIFAC(J) = TEMP 1  NEPI(J) = ICOUNT

210 TX = TAUEPICJ)/2,
CALL BES1(TX,0,0,1,AE,L)
DERIV(J) = AE(1) • AE(2)
CDERIV(J) '= (EPIFAC(J) - DERIV(J )/TAUEPI(J)
'F(LBIAS ,EQ, 1HL) GO TO 200
AEPI(4)=GAMMAF(XC(J))*ACAD(J)/(1,/CAOF(XC(J))+ALPHA•(CORC(J),1.))
GO TO 201

200 AEPI(J)=LGAMMAF(XC(J))•ACAD(J)/(1./CADF(XC(J>)*ALPHA•(CDRCCJ)-1.))
201 CONTINUE

CONSTRAlN LSQ FIT TO MEET PHYSICAL REQUIREMENT THAT AEPI S 0 WHEN QPIFAC = 0.
NCl m NCAD • 1 S EPIFAC(Nal) = 0.0
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WCAD(NCl)=10,•*6 $ AEPI (NCI) = 0.0
CALL LSGIPOL.(EPIFAC,AEP.I.WCAD,RESID,NCl. SUM,1,ERMAT,COFFi,1.100,
X            10)
AEPIZ =0,0
DO 6 K= 1,KI
EXCK,K)=ERMAT(K,K)

6 AEPIZ = AEPIZ + COEFi(KI
DO 13 J=l,NCAD
AEPIFIT(J)= 0,0 9  EDERIV(J)= 0.0
DO 7 K=l,KI

7 AEPIFIT(J)= COEF1(K) -EPIFAC(J)••(K•1) • AEPIFIT(J)
DO 17 K = 2,KI

17 EDERIV(J)=EDERIV(J)+1,/AEPIZ•COEF1(M)•(K•1)-EPIFAC(J)••(K-2)•
XCDERIv(J)
ANORME(J) = AEPIFIT(J)/AEPIZ
AEPINORM(J) = AEPI(J)/AEPIZ
HEPIFACCJ)=DERIV(J)/EPIFAC(J) - 1.

13 HR(J) = EUERIV(J)*(-TAUEPI(J)/ANORME(J))
C                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         .4
C   BARE FOlLS
C

DO 8 J =1,MBARE
Z=TAUTH(J)

C
C     EPIFACH(J) CALCULATED ONCE  FROM THEN ON THE VALUES READ IN

·                               
                   C

C     IF (KKK 'GT, 1) GO To 220
C     CALL EPIFUNC(TAUEPIB(J),TEMP,EPS,ICOUNT,N)
C     PUNCH 9050, J, TEMP, ICOUNT
C     EPIFACH(J)=TEMP %  NBARE(J) 2 ICOUNT

220 AEPIBLJ) = 0,0
DO 21 K=l,KI

21 AEPIB(J) = AEPIB(J)* COEFICKM•EPIFACB(J)••(K-l)
IF(LBIAS ,EQ, 1HL).GO TO 202
ABARCU(J)=ABARE(J)•GAMMAF(*BIJ))
GO TO 203

202 ABARCU(J)=ABARE(J)*LGAMMAF<XB(J))
203 ASUB(4) = ABARCO<J)- AEPIB(J)

ERROR = 1,DE.4
CALL EONE(ZiEP,ERRCR 
EJ = U,5•(EXPF.(.Z)*(1,-Z)+ Z•*2•EP)
SUBFAC(J)= 1,/Z *(0.5• 63)

8 DDERIV(J)= 1./Z *(EXPF(-Z)-Z•EP-SUBFAC(J))
CONSTRAIN LSU FIT TO MEET PHYSICAL REQUIREMENT THAT 'ASUB = 0 WHEN SUBFAC • 0•

MBARl = MBARE•1 S SUBFAC(MBARl) i 0.0
WHIMBARl)=101**6 -. $ ASUB  (MBARl) = 0.0

CALL LSUPOL(SUBFAC,ASUR,WB,RESIDA,MRARl,SUM1.1.ER,COEFP,1,100,10)
ASUBZ = 0,0
DO 9 K=l,KI

9 ASUBZ ·= ASUBZ *COEF2(K)
DO 15 J= 1,MBARE
ASUBFIT(J)= 0,0   5 DERIVTH(J)=0,0
DO 14.K=l,KI

14 ASUBFIT(J) = ASUBFTT.(J)+ COEF2(K)  *SUBFAC(J)•*(K-1)
DO 18 K = 2,KI

18 DERIVTH(J)=DERIVTH(J • 1,/ASUBZ * COEF2(K)*(K-1)•SUBFAC(J)•*(K-2)•
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XDDERIv(J)
ANORMS(J) = ASUBFIT(J)/ASUBZ
ASUBNORM(J) = ASUB(J)/ASUBZ
CUR(J) = ASUBFIT(J)/AEPIR(J) + 1.
CADRAT 10(J) = CUR(J) - 1
HSUBFAC(J)= -TAUTH(J)*DDERIV<J)/SUBFAC(J)

15 HTH(J)  -TAUTH(J)/ANORMS(J)• DERIVTH(J)
CALL AEWPAGE
CALL COPRINT(NCl,Ex,SUM,I,COEFl)
PRINT 12U,AEPIZ
PRINT 14U,(XC(J).XATC(J),TAUEPI(J),SQRTEPI(J),AEPI(J).AEPIFIT(J),
XRESID(J),AEPINORM(:),
X         Al\'ORME(J),EPIFAC(J),DERIV(J),HR(J),NEPI(J),J=l,NCAD)
CALL NEwPAGE
CALL COPHINT(MBARl,ER,SUMI.l,COEF2)
PRINT 14u,ASUBZ
CALL AEWPAGE
PRINT 150,(XB(J),XRTA(J),TAUTH(J),SORTAUTH(J),TAUEPIB(J).ABARCO(J)

X,AEPIa(J),ASUB(J),ASUBFIT(J),RESIDB(J),NBARE(J),J=i,MBARE)
PRINT 16U,(XACJ),XATR(J),TAUTH(J),SORTAUTH(J),ASUBNORMIJ),

*ANORMS(J),
XSUBF AU(_J),DDERI V (J),HTH(J).CDR(J),Jil,MBARE)
IF (NOPUNCH ,EQ, 1HN, GO TO 5

C NAME = 8HMILS CD S DO300 NO = 1,6
C NP=5*(NO-1)01 $ NF#,NP+4 f IF (NP# ,GT. NCAD) NP4 = NCAD
C 300 PUNCH'90.30,  NO, NAME, (*C(J). J = NP. NP4)
C NAME = 8HSQRMILCD 5 00301 NO = 1,6
C NP=5•(NO-1)01 S NP4 NP•4 5 IF (NP# ,GT, NCAD) NP4 = NCAD
C 301 PUNCH 9060, NO, NAME, (XRTC(J), J = NP, NP4)
C NAME = BHTAUEPI 5 00302 NO C 1,6
C     NPES•(NU-1)+1  S NP4sNP•4 W IF (NP4 ,GT. NCAD) NP4 : NCAD
C 302 PUNCH YOJO, NO, NAME, (TAUEPI(J), J = NP, NP4)
C NAME = 8HSQRTAUEP 5 00303 NO = 1,6
C NP=5•(NU-1)01 5 NF4:NP+4 5 IF (NP4 .,GT, NCAD) NP4 = NCAD
C 303 PUNCH 90JO, NO, NAME, (SQRTEPI(J), J s Np, NP4)

NAME = SHAEPINORM S D0304 NO = 1,6
NP=5*(NO-1)01 S NP4:NP+4 $ IF (NP4 ,GT, NCAD) NP4 : NCAD

304 PUNCH 9030, NO, NAME, (AEPINORM(J). J 9 NP, NP4)
NAME 9 UHANORME 5 D0305 NO 2 1,6
NP=5•(NO-1)01 5 NP4cNP•4 $ IF (NP# ,GT, NCAD) NP4 9 NCAD

305 PUNCH 9030, NO, NAME, (ANORME(J), J = NP, NP41
NAME 9 BH F(TAU) S DO306 NO = 1,6
NP=5•(NO-1)+1 S NP#=NP•4 5 IF (NPA .GT, NCAD) NP4 9 NCAD

306 PUNCH YOJO, NO, NAME, (EPIFAC(J), J = NP, NP#)
NAME = BH HR 5 00307 NO • 1,6
NP=5*CNO-1)01 S NF4:NP*4 $ IF (NP4 ,GT. NCAD) NP4 = NCAD

307 PUNCH 9030. .NO, NAME, CHR(J), J = NP, NP4)
C NAME = 8HMIESBARE $ D0308 NO = 1,6
C NP=5•(NO-1)01 S NP42NP•4 S IF (NP4 .GT. MBARE) NP4 z MBARE
C 308 PUNCH 9030, NO, NAME, (XB(J), J = AP, NP4)
C NAME : 8HSQRMILSB S 00309 NO c 1,6
C NP=5•(NO-1)•1 f NP40NP*4 S IF (NP4 .GT. MBARE) NP4 = MBARE
C 309 PUNCH 9030. NO, NAME, (WRTB(J), J = NP, NP4)
C NAME = 6HTAUTH $ D0310 NO.= 1,6
C NP=5*(NO-1)*1 S NP4 NP*4 S IF INP4 .GT. MBARE) NP# = MBAAE
C 310 PUNCH 9030, NO, NAME, (TAUTH(J), J = NP, NP4)
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C NAME = BHSURTAUTH ,   S D0311 NO = 1,6
C    NP=5*(.NO-l)*1  1 NF4 NP•4 S IF (NP4 .GT. MBARE) NP# = MBARE
C 311 PUNCH 9030, NO, NAMF, (SORTAUTH(J), J = NP, NP4)

NAME = BHASUBNORM $ D0312 NO = 1,6
NP= 5•'C NO-1)01 3 NP4=NP.4 S IF (NP# .GT. MBARE) NP4 = MBARE

312 PUNCH 9030, NO, NAMF, (ASUBNORMIJ), J 3 NP, NP4)
NAME = BHANORMS $ D0313 NO = 1,6
NP=5•(NO-1)•1 ; NP#=NP*4 $ IF (NP# .GT. MBARE) NP4 = MBARE

313 PUNCH 9060, NO, NAME, (ANORMS(J),.J = NP. NP4)
NAME = eH 6(TAU) S D0314 NO = 1,6
NP=5*(NO-1)01 $ NP4:NP•4 S IF (NP4 .GT. MBARE) NP4 = MBARE

314 PUNCH 9030, NO, NAME, (SUBFAC(J), J = NP, NP4)
NAME : BH WTH $ D0315 NO = 1.6
NP=5*(NO-1)+1 S NF#=NP•4 $ IF (NP4 .GT, MBARE) NP# = MBARE

315 PUNCH 9030, NO, NAME, (WTH(J), J = NP, NP4)
NAME c BHCUR - 1 5 00316 NO = 1,6
NP=5*(NO-l)+1 S NF4=NP•4 $ IF (NP4 .GT, MBARE) NP4 = MBARE

316 PUNCH 9030, NO, NAMF, (CADRATIO<J). J = NP, NP4)
NAME = 8HHSUBFAC 5 D0317 NO = 1,6
NP=5•(NO-1)01 S NP#eNP*4  5 IF (NP4 .GT. MBARE) NP4 = MBARE

317 PUNCH 9030, NO, NAME, (WSUBFAC(J), J = NP. NP4)
NAME = BHHEPIFAC $ 00318 NO c 1,6
NP=5•(NO-1)+1 S NF4:NP*4 f ZF (NP4 .GT. NCAD) NP4 2 NCAD

318 PUNCH 9030, NO, NAME, (WEPIFAC(J), J = NP,NP#)
5 CONTINUE

GO TO 250
END

r-
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SUBROUTINE,EPIFUNC(T,SUM,EPS,ICOUNT,N)
13. FORMAT(lHO•ARGUMENT LIMIT EXCEEDED IN EPIFUNC SUBRMUTINE*)

COMMON/XYZ/DEL,FINT .XP
XP = T•0,5 $ X1 = XP $ ICOUNT = 0 i   NS = 1
GO TO(2,4),NS

2 x2 = Xl*DEL + Xl
IF(*2,GT,709,) GO TO 5
TEST = RlEMAN(Xl,X2,N,EPS, ICOUNT)
NS =2  5   SUM = TEST

4 Xl   *2 X2 = Xl *DEL + Xl
IFCX2,GT,709,) GO TO 5
TESTl = RIEMAN'(Xl,x2,N,EPS,ICOUNT)
SUM = SUM + TESTl
IF(ICUUNT,GT,10000) GO TO 9
IF(TESTl/TEST • FIKI,9,9,4

5 CONTINUE
C     PRINT 13

9 REtURA
END

01/14/67

SUBROUTINE COPRINT(N,E,S, I,C)
DIMENSION 6(10,10),C(I),JERCO(10)

3 FORMAT(lHOI14,2<20.7,
4 FORMAT(// 1Hogx SHJERCO 9XllHCOEFFICIENT11X5HERROR /3
5 FORMAT( 37H WEIGRTED SUM OF SQUARED DEVIATIONS = £13.5//1

PRINT 4
DEG = N-1
DO 1 K=l,I
JERCOCK) =0
IF(ECK,K),GT,0.0) GO TO 2
JERCOCK) =1

2 ECK,K) = SORTFCS•ARSF(ECK,K))/DEG)
1 PRINT J,JERCOCK),C(K),ECK,K)

PRINT 5,5
RETURN
END
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F UNC T 1 ON. VALUE(X, 1,1)
DIMENSION A(1016>

' '    COMMON/XYZ/DEL.FINI .XP
-:. 11,  0  .11··.0  .1.,                  ···                                                                                                                ...

CALL BESI(X,0,0,1,A,L)
VALUE = 1,/X•*2 - XP•(A(1)'+ A(2))
RETURN
END

01/14/67

SUBROUTINE EONE(TAUB,ESBONE,ERROR) C3050003
200 IF (TAUB-1.0) 206,206,202 C3050004

C     HASTINGS APPROXIMATION                ·                           C3050005
202 ESBONEm(((((8,57332874+TAUB)•TAUB+18.0590170)• C3050006

X TAUB+8,63476089).TAUB•0,267773734)* C3050007
X 2,71828183*•(.TAUA))/(((((9,57332235*TAUB)• C3050008
X TAUR+25.6329561)*TAUB•21,0996531)•TAUB C3050009
x       +3,95849692)•TAUB) C3050010

204 RETURN C3050011      !
C     SERIES EXPANSION FCR SMALL TAUB C3050012

206 SUMS=LOGF(TAUB) C3050013
210 SUMS=-0.577215665-SUMS C3050014
212 FND=1,0 C3050015
213 SIGN=1,0 C3050016
214 FAC=1,0 C3050017
215 TAUI=TAUB
216 SUMT=SUMS C3050018
218 SUMS=SUMS•SIGN*TAUT/IFND.FAC)

9,220 71=SUMS-SUMT C3050020     '   ,;
222 T2=ABSF(Tl) C3050021
224 1, (TZ•ERROR•SUMS) 230,230,226 C3050022
226 FAC:(FND+1,0)•FAC C3050023
227 SIGN=(•l,U)*SIGN C3050024
228 FND=FND+1,0 C3050025
232 TAUI=TAUl•TAUB
229 GO TO 216 C3050026
230 ESBONb=SUMS C3050027
231 GO TO 204 C3050028

END
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APPENDIX D

Examples of STANSECO Output

Figures 19-22 are typical samples of the printout from Program
STANSECO. Figure 19 is a listing of the input data for the North Counting
Room, high-bias case. Figure 20 gives the four-coefficient output fer the
cadmium-covered foils, and Figs. 21 and 22 give the four coefficients and
the corresponding output for the bare foils.



SECKINGER AU FOILS GAMMA ACT .EAST SOR FIT.H(T),CD RATIO NORTH HIGW BIAS PROCgSSED 07/29/66

3,70000•020 8,75900-023 1.51000•020 24 23  4  2 5-001 1-004 1.005  4      H

4 WT/Ma SQRT(WT/MG} WT, FACT,· ACTIVITY eDIC(N)

CAD. COV,
1 .0.08300 n.28810 0,33333 5,97410 2.16939
2 0,21966 0,46868 0,66667 5,63378 2.23169
3 0,18983 M,43108 0,66567 5.56580 2.21872
4 0.47150 0,68666 1,00000 5.48639 9.30690
5 0.57967 n.76136 1,00000 5.36010 2.33267
6 0.70915 0,84211 1,00000 5,42149 2.36053

'7 1.21599 1.10272 1.25000 5,1851n 2.45044
8 1,48901 1,22025 1,42857 9,12730 2.49099
9 1,71199 1.30843 5,08060 2.521411,86667

10 2,06899 1.43840 2,00000 5.04650 0.96625
11             2,32999 1.52643 2,22222 4,98962 2.99662
12 2,56099 1,60031 2,50000 4,93430 2.62-211

13 3,24501 1.80139 3,33333 4,76778 2.89148
14 4,85101 2,20250 5,00000 4.91557 P.82986
15 6.35098 2.52190 9.66867 4.26358 2.94006
16 10.46102 3,23435 10.00000 3.81359 3.18585
17 13.92003 3,67696 10.00000 3,91191 3.33855
19 23.34001 4,83115 10.00000 2•93559 3.73675
19 38,71005 4.22174 10,00000 2,41148 4.21650
20 48,26998 8.94766 10,00000 2,20050 4.46694
21 74,23994 A.61626 10.00000 1,82800 9.04261
22 95,05008 9.79541 10.00000 1,84650 9,44942
23 212.92938 14,99210 10.00000 1,1735n 9,10427
24 312.28R98 17,67170 10.00000 1.nooon 8.16674

BARE                                                                                                                                                   
0,08300 8.28810 0,33333 13,4324n

2 0.21966 n.46868 0,66667 13,17564
3 0,18583 0.43108 0,66A67 13•1136n
4 0,47150 R,68666 1,00000 12,89075
5 0.57967 O.76136 12.942161.00000
6 0.70915 0,84211 1,00000 14,21247
7 1.48401 1.21820 1,42857 12.83762
8 1.70799 1.30690 1,66867 12,83095
9 2.03190 1.42548 2,00000 12,90313

10 2,34301 1,53069 2,22222 12.65332
11 2.52498 1.58902 2,50002 12,72349
12 3,20600 1.79053 3.33333 12,39236
13' 4,83002 2.19773 5,00000 12,17360
14 A.28090 2,50619 6,66867 11,87494
15 10.45203 3.23296 10,00000 11,40420
16            13,41002 - 3,66197 10,00000 11,1707A
17 23,32001 4.82908 10,00000 18,53823
18 38•04003 6.16766 10,00000 9,93518
19 48,26998 6,94766 10,00000 9,71363
20 74.04998 8.60523 ·10,00000 9,22861
21 95,95006 9,79541 10,00000 8,9429n
22 214,27983 14,63830 10,00000 8,n27AA
23 308.70841 17,97010 10,00000 7,55818

112-8145-B

I
Fig. 19. Input Data for.STANSECO
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SECKINGER AU FOILS GAMMA ACT LEAST SOR FIT.HIT),CD RATIO NORTH HIGH BIAS PROCISSED 07/29/66

JERCO COEFFICIENT ERROR

0 4,3308800-007 7,5515721-005

0 8.0685925•000 1.0762215•001

0 .3,0603863•000 3,6598981•001

0 7,5522387-001 2,9204298•001
WEIGHTED SUM OF SOUARED DEVIATIONS . 1.19755-001

NORMALIZATION FACTOR(ABPIFIT(N)) = 5.75243•000

TIA.(MIL) SORT(TH,) TEPI SORT(TEPI) AEPl *EPIFIT RESID AEPTNORM INORME EPIFAC DERIV     HR         It

1,691-003 0,04113 9,450-003 0.09721 5,59527 5.69262 O.09735 0,97268 0,98960 8,98578 0.99764 0.00879 204
4,476-003 0.08690 2.501.002 0,15814 5.69503 5.61993 *0.43511 O,98307 O,97697 0.96860 0.99379 0.01903 252
3,787-003 0.06194 2.116.002 0.14545 5,58683 9.63664 0.44981 0,97121 0.97987 8,07254 0.99474 0.01678 256
9,608•003 0,09802 5.368,002 0.23169 5.50696 9,51016 0,00320 0,95733 0,99788 8.94289 0.98676 0.03418 248
1.181-002 0.10889 6,800.002 0,2569n 5.38025 5,46837 0.48812 0,93530 0.95062 6,93317 0.98377 0.03989 248
1,445-002 0.12021 8.074.002 0,28414 5,44174 5,42127 -0,M2048 0,04599 0,94243 6.02227 0.98022 0.04630 248

2.478-002 0,15741 1,384.001 0,37208 5,20442 5.25822 0.05381 0,00473 0,91409 -.88496 0.96655 0.06841 240

3.034-002 0.17459 1.695.001 0.41173 5.14639 5,18059 O.n3420 0.89465 0,90099 .16743 0.95935 0.07898 236
3.489-002 0,18678 1,949•001 0,44149 5.09952 5,12112 O.n2160 0,88650 0.89025 -.§5410 0.95355 0.08693 236
4.216-002 0,20533 2,356.001 0,48534 5,06538 5,03197 •O.n3341 0,A8656 0,87476 .83428 0.94442 0.0 gBg8 236
4.748-002 0,21700 2,853•001 0,51505 5,00823 4.97081 20'43743 0,A7063 0.8A412 .82080 0.93785 0.10724 236
5.219-002 0.22845 2.916.001 0,53997 4,95282 4,91911 -O,n3370 0,86100 0,85514 .40949 0.93211 0.11422 236
6.613-002 0.25715 3,694.001 0,60782 4,78565 4,77741 .o.n0825 0.83194 0.83090 •17882 0.91555 0*13337 236
9.889-002 0,31441 5,523.001 0,74318 4.53268 4,49450 .0.M3818 0,78798 0,78132 .91914 0.87899 0.17156 216
1.206.001 0.36000 7.241.001 0,85894 4,28004 4,27373 -0.00632 0,74404 0,74294 .67399 0.84737 0.20115 208
2,132•001 0,46171 1.191•000 1,09/31 3,82906 3,81016 -O.n1890 0,66564 0,66236 ,88318 0.77279 0.26161 208
2.755-001 0.52489 1.539*000 1,24867 3,52673 3,54812 O.42139 0,'61309 0.81680 .93415 0.72612 0.29401 200
4,796•001 0,68965 2,657.000 1.63012 2.94970 2,96857 0.01888 0.51277 0,51606 .83127 0.61298 0.35751 180
7,888•001 0.88816 4.407•000 2,09/33 2.42539 2,44849 0.42310 0,42163 0.42565 .34497 0.50306 0.40149 160
9,836-001 0,99179 5,496.000 2,34427 2,2i470 2,23714 0,42244 0.38500 0,3M890 •31141 0.49733 0,41581 152
1,513•000 1•22908 8.492•000 2,90720 1,84314 1.86167 o.n1853 0,32641 0,32363 •*5376 0.37602 0.43704 140
1,955•000 1.39831 1.092•001 3,30515 1.66273 1,66263 -0•00010 0.28905 0.28903 ,#2418 0.33328 0.44648 128
4,339•000 2.08384 2.424*001 4,92364 1,19538 1,19378 -0.04199 O,20780 0.20057 .15143 0.22679 0.46943 108
6,364.000 2,52286 3.555•001 9,96276 1.02630 0,9622i '0•n64O9 0.17841 0.16727 . 2505 0,18789 0.47901    96

112-8145-A

Fig. 20. Four-coefficient Output Data from STANSECO for Cadmium-covered Foils
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SECKINOER AU FOILS GAMMA ACT LEAST SOR FIT,H(T),CD RATIO NORTH· HIGH BIAS. PRICISSED 07/29/66

JERCO COEFFICIENT ERROR

0 .6.1488297.011 2.8097488•004

0 6,9353254*000 1,4495250*001

0 3,5216319•000 3.1116466•001

0 -2,7584551*000 1,6698349*001
WEIGHTED SUM OF SOUAReD DEVIATIONS ='  1.57826•000

NORMALIZATION FACTORCASUBFITIM)) 4.7.69850•000

112-8145 -C

Fig. 21.  The Four Coefficients for Bare-foil Data. · [The relative size of the numbers in the ERROR column
indicates that the experimental precision was such that no significance should be ascribed to the
coefficients shown. Processing with tWO and three coefficients (results not shown) yielded smaller
errors in the coefficients, indicating that the experimental data do differ significantly from the
siniple theoretical model.    See  Fig.  11. ]
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SECKINOER AU FOILS GAMMA ACT LEAST SOR FIT,H(T),CD RATIO NORTH HTGA BIAS PReCGSSED 07/29/66

TH,(MIL) SORT(TH.) TSUB SORT(TSUB) TEPIA ABARCO AEPIB ASUB ASUBFIT RESIDB      11
1,691-003 0,04113 2,237•005 0.00473 0,00945 13,43250 5,69262 7,73988 7,69776 .0.04212 264
4.476.003 0,06690 5,920.009 0.00760 0•02501 13,17589 5,61993 7,55596 7,69670 0.14074 252
3,787•003 0,06154 5,008,005 0.00708 0,02116 13,11381 5,63664 7.47717 7,69696 0.21979 256
9,608-003 0,098n2 1.271.004 0,01/27 0,05368 12,89127 5,51016 7.38111 7,69492 0.31381 248
1,181.002 0,10889 1.562.004 0.01250 8,06660 12.94280 5.46837 7.47442 7,69418 0.21976 248
1,445-002 0.12021 1.911.004 0,01382 0,08074 14.21333 5,42127 8.79207 7,69333 -1.09874 248
3,024-002 0,17300 4.000•004 0,02000 0,16896 12*83924 5.18196 7,65728 7,68851 0.03123 236
3,481•002 0.18656 4.603,004 0,02144 0,19448 12.83281 5.12218 7,71065 7,68719 .0·02346 236
4,141-002 0,20349 5.477.004 0,0234n 0.23134 12.90536 5.04090 7.A6446 7,68531 -0.17915 236
4,775.002 0.21851 6.315s004 0,02913 0,26675 12,05585 4,96783 7,68801 7,68354 -0.00447 236
5,145-002 0,22683 6.805.004 0,02809 0,28749 12.72622 4.92703 7.79919 7,68252 -0.11667 236
6.933-002 0,25580 8,641.004 0,02940 0,36501 12.39574 4,78508 7.61066 7.67879 0•06813 236
9,843•002 0,31373 1.302.003 0,03608 0,94990 12,i 7861 4,49784 7,68077 7,67030 -0.01047 216
1.280-001 0,35776 1.693.003 0.04114 0.71510 11.88128 4,28444 7.59684 7,66306 0.06621 208
2,130-001 0,46151 2.817,003 0,05308 1.18998 11.41444 3.81102 7,60342 7,64348 0.04006 208
2,733•001 0,52279 3.614,003 0,06012 1.52675 11.18351 3,55663 7,62688 7,63037 0.00349 200
4.792-001 0,68936 6.285•003 O,0-7928 2.655#1 10,59914 2,96948 7,58966 7,58940 .0.00027 180
7.752"001 0,88044 1.025.002 0,10125 4,33091 9.96732 2.46567 7,50165 7.53379 0.03214 160
9.836-001 0,99179 1.3018002 0,11408 5,49960 9.75352 2,23714 7.51639 7.49755 -0.01884 152
1,509•000 1.22841 1.996.002 0,14127 8,43068 9,28677 1,86375 7,42302 7,41205 -0.01097 140
1,955•000 1,39831 2.586.002 0,16681 10,92403 1,66263 7.35328 7,34414 -0.00914 1289.01591
4.367*000 2.08963 5.775e002 0,24832 24,39603 8.17424 1,15030 7.n 2385 7.02034 -0.00351 108
6,291•000 2.50815 8,320.002 0,28845 35,14684 7.75670 0.96746 6,78924 6,79399 0.00475      96

TH.(MIL) SQRTITW,) TSUB SQRT(TSUB) ASUBNORM ANORMS SUBFAC DBERIV HTH CDR
1.691-003 0,041'13 2.237.005 0,00473 1,00537 0,99990 0,99987 ...30867 0.00009 2,35223
4.476.003 0,06690 5.920.005 O.00769 0,98148 0,99977 A.9996A -4,82810 0.00021 2,36954
3.787-003 0,06154 5,0080005 0.00708 0,97125 0,99980 8,99973 •4.91377 0.0nni8 2,36552
9.608.003 0,09802 1.271-004 0.01127 0,95877 0.99953 0.99937 •4.44661 0.00042 2.39650
1.181-002 O.10869 -1.562-004 0.01250 0.97089 0,99944 n.99924 '4.34358 0.00n50 2,40703
1.445.002 0,12021 1,911-004 '0.01382 1,14205 0.99933 0.99909 .4.24223 0.00060 2,41910
3.024.002 0,17390 4.000-004 0.02000 0,99465 0,99870 n.99825 -5.87362 0.00115 2,48371
3,481.002 0,18656 4.603-004 0.02146 · 1,00198 0,99853 n.99802 •5.80327 0.00130 2,50077
4.141-002 0,20349 5,477.004 0.02340 1,02158 0.99829 O,99769 '3•71646 0.00152 2,52459
4.775,002 0,21851 6,315-On 4 0.02513 0,99864 0,99806 8.9973A .5.64533 0,00172 2,54666
5.145.002 0,22683 6,809.004 0.02609 1,01308 0.99792 O.99720 99.60791 0.00183 2,55926
6,533.002 h,25560 8,641.004 0,02940 0.98850 0.99744 8.99659 •5,48861 0.00225 2,60474
9,843-002 0,31373 1,302-003 0.03608 0,99770 0.99634 8.99507 '9.28384 0.00320 2,70533
1.290-001 0.35776 1.693-003 0.04114 0.98680 0.99540 0.99382 -3.15262 0.00401 2,78858
2.130.001 n,46151 2.817-003 0,05308 O,98765 0,99285 0.99043 -9.89837 0.00619 3.00563
2.733.001 n,52275 3.614-003 0.06012 0,9907b 0,99115 n.98817 -2.17403 0.00764 3.14539
4.752.001 0,68936 6,285-003 0.07928 0,98586 0,98583 4.98118 -2.49826 0.01216 3,55580
7.752-001 0,88044 1,025-002 0.10125 0.97443 0,97860 O.97177  2.25492 0.01830 4.05547
9,836.001 n,99179 1.301-002 0,11406 0,97634 .0.97390 4.96972 -9.13675 0.02232 4,35140
1.509*000 1,22841 1,996-002 0,14127 0.96422 n.96279 8.95167 -1.92508 0.03184 4,97696
1.955•000 1,39831 2.586-002 0.16081 0,95516 0,95397 0.9407n .*.,9749 0.03948 5.41719
4,367•000 2,08963 5,775-002 0,24032 0,91237 0,91191 a.8984A •*.40623 0.07688 7.10257
6.291•000 2,50815 8.320 002 0,28845 0,88189 0,88251 n.85701 •t.$3194 0.10400 8.02248

112-8145

Fig. 22. STANSECO Output for Bare-foil Data, Based on the Four Coefficients of Fig. 21
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APPENDIX E

Least-squares Coefficients

 ·                        Table III contains a complete listing of the coefficients as determined
by STANSECO, for the three- and four-coefficient calculations. In examining
the last column, containing the extrapolated values,  keep  in mind that there
were four independently normalized sets of input data, so that the only mean-
ingful comparisons to be made in this column are between the three- and
four-coefficient results for the same set of data.

TABLE 111. Coefficients for the Least-squares Fits As Determined by STANSECO

Weighted
Epi                                                                                         Sum of ExtrapolatedCoefficientsor     No. of Counting Squared Activity

Sub Coefficients Bias First Error Second Error Third Error Fourth Error Residuals att=0

South Counting Room

Epi           3 Low 1.15 x 10-6    1.01 x 10-4 7.631 0.062 2.286 0.088 - - 0.227 5.345

High          7.13 x  10-7      8.14 x 10-5 7.890 '0.050 -2.163 0.070 - - 0.146 5.727

4 Low 4.67, x 10-7 8.12 x 10-5 8.014 0.115 -3.700 0.393 1.147 0.314 0.139 5.461

High 4.44 x 10-7 7.94 x 10-5 8.039 0.113 -2.717 0.384 0.450 0.307 0.132 5.772

Sub 3 Low -1.33 x 10-8 3.27 x 10-4 10.74 0.745 -3.409 0.772 - - 2.257 7.339

High -9.17 x 10-10  2.95 x 10-4 9.462 0.673 -1.693 0.697 - - 1.839 7.769

4 Low 3.36 x 10-11  2.92 x 10-4 -19.34 15.0 60.81 32.3 -34.2 17.3 1.702 7.285

High -6.65 x 10-11  101 x 10-4    8.533 15.5 0.138 33.3 -0.900 17.9 1.813
,

7.771

North Counting Room

Epi           3 Low 1.23 x'.10-6 1.04 x 10-4 7.606 0.064 -2.263 0.090 - - 0.239 5.343

High. 8.85 x 10-7   8.47 x 10-5 7.815 0.052 -2.139 0.073 - - 0.158 5.676

4 Low 4.55 x 10-7    7.81 x ·10-5 8.035 0.111 -3.850 0.378 1.288 0.302 0.128 5.472

High 4.33 x 10-7 7.55 x 10-5 8.067 0.108 -3.069 0.366 0.755 0.292 0,120 5.752

Sub 3 Low -8.93  x  10=9     ' 3.00 x 10-4 10.46 0.682 -3.123 0.706 - - 1.888 7.336
'

High -1.93 x 10-9 2.81 x 10-4 9.578 0.638 -1.881 0.661 - - 1.655 7.698

4
'

Low 1.70 x 10-10  2.83 x 10-4   -8.678 14.6 37.52 31.3 -21.5 16.8 1.598 7.306

High -6.15 x 10-11  2.81 x 10-4 6.935 14.5 3.522 31.1 -2.758 16.6 1.578 7.699
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APPENDIX F

Experiment Concerning Gamma-ray Scattering
and Self-absorption 6

In Section V.A, we described an experiment that showed that the
correction for scattering and absorption of gamma rays by the foil as it is              -
being counted dupends on the counting bias used. We mentioned indications
that the correction is also a function of whether the activation ii due to
thermal or resonance-energy neutrons--that is, of the distribution of the
activity inside the foil--if the counting bias is low.  We will now describe
an experiment in support of this statement.

In the experiment, a relatively thin 0.8-cm-diam  gold  foil  (0.23 mil)
was irradiated and was then counted at three different bias settings.  At each
setting, the foil was counted (a) alone on the planchet; (b) resting on two
slightly larger 2-mil gold foils that had not been activated; (c) dandwiched
between the two thicker foils; and (d) resting directly on the planchet with
the ·two other foils on top.

The object of the experiment was mainly qualitative:  to see whether
the combined counting rate of the upper and lower crystals was an observable
function of the position of the activated foil in the stack. The reasoning is

.

that, whereas for either detector alone the counting rate will depend on the
amount of gold between the foil and the crystal, with the two detectors the
average gamma-ray path length through the gold will be the same regard-
less of the location of the active foil in the stack of three.  Thus, the ob-
served combined cgunting rate for the two detectors would at first be
expected to be the same for all three counting configuratiorls.  If this is not
the case, then the gamma-ray self-absorption correction will be different
for thermal and resonance activation of a gold foil that is thick enough so
that the resonance self-shielding is appreciable.

The three bias settings used were approximately 380, 120, and 13 keV;
the high setting was  in the valley below the  411 -keV photopeak,  and the  low
one was high enough so that noise was not counted. The amplifier for each
of the two detectors fed two single-channel analyzers and scalers.  The
counting sequence a-d listed above was performed three times with one of
the single-channel analyzers for each detector biased at 380 keV and the
other at 120 keV; then the sequence was repeated four times, with the high
bias  untouched but the other lowered to about  13  keV. The averaged counting
results are presented in Table IV, where the data for each detector and each
bias setting have been normalized to the highest counting rate. The counting
results were reproducible to within +0.3%.
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TABLE  IV.    Data from Gamrha- Fay Self-absorption  Test

Foil Position

Alone Top Middle Bottom Outsidea

-                                         Bias: -380 keV

Upper detector 979,2 1000.0 978.2 947.0
Lower detector 994.2 941.1 971.3 1000.0

Average 986.7 970..6 974.8 973.5 972.0

Bias: -120 keV

Upper detector 980.0 1000.0 993.2 957.3
Lower detector 979.2 936.7 978.1 1000.0

Average 979.6 968.4 985.6 978.6 973.5

Bias: -13 keV

Upper detector 943.5 1000.0 992.3 927.7
Lower detector 941.2 907.9 979.8 1000.0

Average 942.4 954.0 986.0 963.8 958.9

f

aThe "Outside" column contains the average of the "Top" and                       
"Bottom" responses.

-                       Table V contains two sets of response ratios, calculated from 4

Table IV.  If the effects of gamma-ray scattering and self-absorption did ilut :r

i''

depend on the position of the active foil in the stack of three, the "middle/ :· ·2outside" ratio would be unity.  This is the case for the highest bias setting,
within experimental error.  But as the bias decreased, the combined upper
and lower counting rates for the foil in the middle position increased more
rapidly than for the foil in an outside position, with the difference apprdach-
ing 3% for the lowest bias setting.

TABLE V. Response Ratios

Bias

-380 keV -120 keV -13 keV

Middle% utside 1.0029 1.0124 1.0283

Middle/alone 0.9879 1.0061 1.0463

The bottom row of Table V shows the effect of interposing nonactive
gold between the active foil and the detectors.  For the high bias setting, the
addition of 2 mils of gold on each side of the foil attenuated the gamma rays
by 1.2%.  For the medium setting, however, the increased detection of
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Compton-scattered gamma rays more than compensated for the attenuation
of the primary gamma rays (as discussed in Section V.A).  At the lowest
bias setting, where X rays would be counted, the extra 2 mils of gold on
each··side of the foil resulted in a count-rate increase of almost 5%.

For this experiment, the detecting crystals were fairly close te the
foil (Sl cm), and the distance was not varied. One would expect, however,
that the relative .magnitudes of the various effects would depend on the
counting geometry.

The conclusion drawn from this experiment is that the cerrection
curve for gamma-ray scattering and self-absorption as a function of gold-
foil thickness depends  on the  way the activity is distributed in the  foil- -that
is,  on the nature  of the neutron spectrum in which the  foil was irradiated- -
unless the counting bias is set high enough to exclude the X rays and the
Compton-scattered gamma rays.

Coris equently, experiments involving the gamma counting of activated
gold will be simplified if the counting threshold is routinely set at 380 keV
or so--just below the 411-keV photopeak; Thenacurve such as the "high
bias " one of Fig. 4 (which might have to be separately determined for each
counting system) can be used for both thermal and epithermal activation.

a

t. I
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